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Adventist Review marks 150 years
The Adventist Review is closely linked to the Visitor. We
carry the monthly edition inserted in our magazine, and we try
hard not to step on each other's toes or make you feel that you
are reading the same thing in both places.
From its beginning as a "little paper" in 1849, the Adventist
Review's mission has been to be like a "stream of light" around
the world. The Review has a unique place in Church history. "The
story of the Review is the story of the church, with the Review
very often the leading edge of the church," says Editor William
Johnsson. "I am amazed and grateful to the Lord for His leading
during these 150 years."
The magazine was at the forefront of the Church right from
the start. Its printing was the first initiative of the Seventh-day
Adventist people, coming 11 years before the name Seventh-day Adventist was chosen
for the Church in 1860. The Review has brought thousands of readers inspiring and interesting stories over the past 150 years, but the story of its beginning is truly one of
God's leading and guidance.
To a penniless preacher came direction from God to "print a little paper." James
White listened, and in July of 1849 produced the first issue, at that time called Present
Truth. "We look back with a good degree of pleasure to the month of July 1849, when
we published the first number of the little paper called Present Truth," White said. "We
sat down to prepare the matter for that little sheet, and wrote every word of it, .... Destitute of means, our hope of success was in God" (Review and Herald, June 17, 1880).
Readers responded by sending in money for printing, and soon it was renamed Advent Review and Sabbath Herald. The publication settled into a weekly cycle that has
continued unbroken through 10 editors, the Civil War, two world wars and depressions.
The oldest publication of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, the Adventist Review
continues to find new ways to advance the Church and occasionally challenge the
Church. In 1996, the magazine underwent a complete design change. The editors organized the weekly magazine into four editions, including the Cutting Edge Edition—
which focuses on the challenges of today's young adults—and the North American
Edition, which goes to every member and is inserted in the Visitor and other union conference periodicals.
Taking advantage of the World Wide Web, the magazine will launch its Online Edition this fall. Next year, it will continue a tradition that seems to fit well in the "information age." Along with the 40 regular weekly issues, subscribers will get six extra
issues from the General Conference session in Toronto during July 2000. These are the
complete minutes of the top international decision-making body of the denomination,
including a full transcript of most of the key reports and Bible studies.
Ellen White predicted that from its small beginning, the magazine would "be like
streams of light that went clear round the world." And it is truly a global magazine.
What started with 1,000 copies of an eight-page paper now reaches more than 750,000
households each month in 121 countries.
"With the rapid growth of the Church and its growing internationalization, the
Review seems positioned to play an even greater role," said Editor Johnsson. "We are
being pushed to the limit to keep up with requests to tailor the second edition of each
month [World Edition] to the needs of our church in various parts of the world."
Already, the World Edition of the Review appears in English or other languages in
seven out of the 12 divisions of the world Church, with an eighth inquiring about the
possibility. "I expect this trend to continue. The Review has become recognized as one
the chief agencies to hold Adventists together," said Johnsson.
The Review is one of the most important institutions in Adventism and continues to
play a unique role in our life together as a far-flung, fast-growing and diverse community of faith. We salute the Review for its 150 years serving God's purpose and people.
We look forward to a stronger, evolving partnership as we seek to do an ever better job
of communicating the hope of Christ's soon return.
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God creates us as unique individuals and calls us into the Adventist community
of believers; therefore, we celebrate our diversity in race, culture, gender and
viewpoint vet are united in the truth and mission of Christ.

Columbia Union College and the North American Division are hosting Teens Pray '99, one of two prayer conferences for academy students
attending school throughout the division. The other will be at Walla
Walla College in Washington state during November. The event at CUC
in Takoma Park, Maryland, will run from Wednesday evening, October
27, through Saturday, October 30. Teens Pray '99 is designed for spiritual leaders or those who have an interest in strengthening their relationship with God through prayer and Bible study.
Teens Pray '99 is a response to God's call to pray and is intended as a
serious spiritual adventure. In order to be more in tune with God's voice,
participants are asked to go on a limited fast from refined sugar and
foods high in fat, while
increasing their intake
of water, fruits and
fruit juices for the duration of Teens Pray
'99. Participants are
also asked to leave all
distracting games, music and literature at
home. It is an intentional and disciplined
attempt to withdraw
from those things that
inhibit spiritual growth and renewal.
"I'm very excited about the prayer conference coming to CUC," said
Rajkumar Dixit, CUC chaplain. "Teens Pray '99 promises to give great
spiritual fulfillment to all who attend. It's our hope that each participant
will spread this renewal of Christ-filled energy at their home campus
when they return."
Teens Pray '99 leadership training for student leaders and youth pastors will take place at the college campus prior to the prayer conference
on October 27 and 28. Anyone interested in attending either or both
events can call the CUC chaplain's office at (301) 891-4112 or toll-free
at (800) 835-4212 for more information and a registration form. Hurry!
The deadline for registration is October 1.
"Then you will call upon me and come and pray to me, and I will listen to you," Jeremiah 29:12 NIV.
Compiled by George Johnson Jr. from information submitted by Lauren Pervis, a
junior journalism major at Columbia Union College.

Many Adventists run and/or own companies. Some offer publishing or design services or sell
health and food items; some own restaurants and other businesses. Please mail articles and photos
for an upcoming special issue of the Visitor on entrepreneurship to Randy Hall, 5427 Twin Knolls
Road, Columbia, Maryland 21045; send by E-mail to RandyHall@aol.com; or send a fax to (410) 7729724. Deadline: October 4.

Columbia Union Conference resource & response
line —you call, we listen and respond!

1 .800.SDA.PLUS

http://www.columbiaunion.org • CompuServe 7461 7,420 • Randy Hall@aol.com
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Newsmaker Interview
MONTE SAHLIN

Doug Batchelor prepares for
the biggest challenge his life
He is the lead evangelist for the centerpiece
of METRO '99, the Adventist Church's evangelism initiative in the nation's largest urban
region. Batchelor will be the speaker for a public campaign in midtown Manhattan that will
be connected live, by satellite, to hundreds of
locations throughout the northern New JerseyNew York City metropolitan area October 13
to November 15.
Senior pastor at the 1,100-member Central
Seventh-day Adventist Church in Sacramento,
California, Batchelor is also director of Amazing Facts Ministries, which includes a Bible
correspondence school, a team of evangelists,
weekly television and radio programs, evangelism training and a tape ministry. He attracts
large audiences at his prophecy seminars and
speaks on three telecasts each week. On Sunday evenings, radio listeners across the U.S.
tune in to his Bible Answers Live, a call-in program for religious questions.
Having grown up in an unchurched family,
Batchelor has told the story of his stormy
teenage years and conversion as a young adult
in a book entitled The Richest Caveman. He
is married to Karen, who at times joins him in
his public speaking appointments. They have
five children.
The Visitor recently interviewed Batchelor
about the opportunity and risks he faces, his
approach and the concerns on his heart.

Visitor: Are you concerned by the massive complexity of communicating the Adventist message in America's largest metropolis?
Batchelor: Yes, I do have concerns, but I am claiming the promise, "Not by might, nor by power, but by
my Spirit,' saith the Lord." The dynamics of evangelism in New York City are mind-boggling, and that's
why I want this campaign to be powered by prayer.
Out prayer coordinators, Merlin and Juanita Kretschmar, are enlisting prayer supporters from all around
the world.
There are unique evangelistic challenges in this city.
My grandparents were born in New York City; my
mother was, also. Though I was born in California, I
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moved back to Manhattan with my mother and grew
up there. The two largest religious groups in the city
are Catholics and Jews. The dichotomy of my personal
experience, attending Catholic schools and being halfJewish, will, I believe, serve to enhance my sensitivity
to the audience that we're trying to reach. And I recognize that much more will be required for success in this
effort, but I believe God is calling us!
Visitor: What do you see as the needs of the 19 million people who live in the New York City urban region, including northern New Jersey?
Batchelor: I don't want to be trite or flippant, but
the basic needs of people the world over are very simiVISITOR, September 1, 1999

Newsmaker Interview

A new response to an old challenge
In 1902, around the time when conference work in
the greater New York area was organized, Ellen
White wrote much concerning the needs of this large
urban area, which has since grown exponentially. "In
Greater New York, the message is to go forth as a
lamp that burneth. God will raise up laborers for this
work, and His angels will go before them. New York is
ready to be worked. In that great city, the message of
truth will be given with the power of God. ... He calls
also for means to be used in this work,"—Testimonies,
Volume 7, pages 54 and 55. This is a unique moment
of response to that call!
Please pray for the METRO '99 evangelistic
meetings that will be developing interests in the tristate area in September, as well as for METRO '99
to reap what God has sown by His Spirit through
the churches.
—Betty Cooney, METRO '99 Coordinator

lar. One thing that would be different in this metropolitan area is the intensity of lifestyle. In this environment,
it's easy to have God and spiritual realities crowded
from the mind. They need to know that Jesus is on
their side, that He loves them. He is their redeemer, not
someone they should be afraid of.
Probably one of the deepest needs of people in the
urban context is knowing that there is purpose to their
lives; that life isn't just a meaningless rat race, but that
God has a positive design for their future. They also
need to recognize that the Bible is an authentic and dependable source book that speaks to contemporary urban people.
Visitor: What are you doing to prepare yourself personally and spiritually for this enormous task?
Batchelor: Of course, I'm trying to do all I can to
maintain my health as the stresses of my schedule intensify. Not a day goes by that I don't think about
God's promise: "I can do all things through Christ who
strengthens me" (Philippians 4:13). I'm focusing on the
simple idea that if God calls us to a task, He will empower us for that task. Without this abiding confidence, this becomes very intimidating.
Visitor: How will you handle the competing needs
of the audience in the metropolitan area and the sites
across America and around the world?
Batchelor: There's no question that the satellite link
presents some unique dynamics in focusing on the audience in New York City and remaining sensitive to
the broad spectrum of needs represented by North
America and the world field. If ever there were a city
where it would be possible to accommodate this, this
VISITOR, September 1, 1999

is that city because it contains a mosaic of cultures from all
over the world. It's a microcosm of the world. Focusing on
the audience in New York City should be as relevant globally as any audience possible. An amazing percentage of
TV programs and movies that go around the world are
based here. I know there's no universal presentation that we
can package for everyone, but New York City's cosmopolitan make-up certainly offers a unique vantage point from
which to reach out globally.
Visitor: How does public evangelism meet the long-term
needs of congregations and help meet the needs of local
communities?
Batchelor: Public evangelism is, in many respects, "chicken
soup" for the soul of the congregation. As a church begins to
focus on outreach, many of the internal problems seem to
evaporate; people re-calibrate their spiritual compasses.
In 20 years of public evangelism, I have witnessed congregations experience revival. Families are restored, and marriages are healed. Church members begin to view themselves
as ministers. They begin to help in the community.

Newsmaker Interview

Batchelor: An evangelist's dream
would be to fit all 20 million people into
an arena and preach to them, but obviously, that's impossible. Door-to-door
work in the metro area is equally unrealistic. One way to invite people is
through the media ministries. We're
planning on effectively advertising in as
many different ways and among as many
different groups as possible. We'll advertise in newspapers, on subway posters,
on billboards, with handbills and on-thestreet handouts.
Visitor: What can a church member
do to help with this campaign?
Batchelor: Individual members hold
the key to the success of this evangelistic outreach. This is "where the
rubber meets the road." Church members who invite someone they know to
the meetings; that has proven time
and time again to be the single most
important method of advertising. If
they will trust the Lord, He'll use
them in reaching their work associates, friends, neighbors and relatives.
It just takes a simple invitation:
"Here's an event that looks like it
would be very interesting. I'll meet
you there, and we can sit together."
Don't intimidate them by inviting
them to a series with 24 nights. Encourage them to come to one of the
first few meetings, then pray that the
Holy Spirit will woo them to the remaining ones.
If church members will encourage
their friends, family and neighbors to
begin tuning in now to our radio and
television releases in their area, it will
allow them get acquainted with the
speaker before the campaign begins.
There will be "Millennium of Prophecy
Seminar" spots on those broadcasts that
will invite them to call for information.
Let me illustrate from Central Church in SacraVisitor: How can a local congregation in northern New
mento. Mike Kontes is a man who accepted the Lord
at an event led by evangelist Kim Kjaer. Mike is now Jersey get maximum benefit from this campaign?
Batchelor: Psalm 127:1 tells us: "Unless the Lord builds
doing public evangelism himself, after only two years
in the church. Steve Johnston was baptized nine years the house, they labor in vain that build it." First, I would
encourage the congregation to invest time in heartfelt
ago, and now he's leading in local ministries.
prayer that the Lord and His truth will be exalted during
this initiative. Then, step out in faith and get the equipVisitor: What is the plan to make this whole
evangelistic campaign visible to the general public in ment necessary to be linked by satellite so you can host a
part of the audience right in your local church or a comthe New York City urban region?
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METRO '99 evangelism is..
• A clear, concerted and strategically varied evangelistic thrust.
• Targeting urban areas of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
• Reaching out to more than 20 million people who live and work in this area.
• Mobilizing the total, united efforts of 76,000 Seventh-day Adventist members in more than
200 congregations in five conferences.
• Planned prayer, visitation, small groups, Bible schools and friendship ministries.
• Teaching, discipling and baptizing receptive people.

munity facility nearby. Invite your friends and
neighbors. Utilize the brochures and the "video
handbill" to get the word out. Try to tailor your
local meeting site to the needs of your community. For example, if your neighbors are commuters, you may want to provide refreshments
for them as they're coming from work to attend
the meetings.
Visitor: Do you have any specific prayer requests for our readers to make a part of their
own personal devotions over the next several weeks?
Batchelor: Yes, there are a few things that
stand out as major needs.
First, we're asking the Lord to prepare the
hearts of the people. Urban people are calloused,
jaded to the most creative advertising because
they encounter so much of it every day. Only the
Holy Spirit will penetrate their minds and inspire them to attend.
Second, we need to find housing for our staff
and workers. The cost is very, very high. In fact,
you can get a decent hotel room in many places
across America for about the price of parking
your car for 24 hours in Manhattan. I am praying there are church members in New York City
and northern New Jersey who have space and
would be willing to host some of the volunteers
who are coming to help with the campaign.
Third, we're praying for revival among our
congregations, that the members will sense the
urgency of this unique opportunity, that the energy and urgency of this campaign will become
contagious and start a gospel "epidemic."

VISITOR, September 1, 1999
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The life you save may he your own
"India 2000 it's
the ideal way to
bring in the new millennium with a commitment to Christ
and a service and
mission lifestyle."
Steve Case, President
Piece of the Pie Ministries
stood among the lepers this past week in India,
ashamed by the fear that seized me. My senses were
heightened as I walked through the courtyard and
into the treatment center, within touching distance of
the patients. Hardly daring to breathe, I was rigid with
apprehension. I'd heard that leprosy was contagious.
"Is it transmitted in the air?" My mind was frantic
with questions. I wanted to let them know I cared, but
what if I acted friendly and they reached out to
hug me? "Could I catch leprosy this way?"
My eyes gravitated towards their obvious
wounds. "How could they bear it?" I wondered.
There were fingers missing, limbs amputated and
deformities of the face. Looking into their eyes, I
could feel them searching my face, my eyes and
my soul. They were longing for some type of acceptance that they had been deprived of all of
their lives.
Mechanically, I walked by each room, attempting to return their smiles and greeting of namistee
(blessing) shown by pressing the hands together
below the chin and bowing towards me. What
blessing did I have to offer them? I remembered
the Scriptures of Jesus and His encounter with the
lepers and outcasts of society. I imagined the joy it
must have been to be able to heal such distorted
and disfigured limbs. "Even the disciples were
able to heal," I reminded myself and then wished
that I had the gift ... the faith to do the same.
It took several days for the lessons from my

I
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encounter with leprosy to surface. For the first 24
hours, I was stunned. The images of those searching eyes haunted me the most. What did they find in
my eyes?
Later, I read that leprosy is a chronic bacterial disease that attacks the nerves in the extremities, leaving
them numb. Through that experience, I came to realize
there is another form of leprosy even more widespread

VISITOR, September 1, 1999
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NORTH AMERICAN DIVISION E DITION

You Asked for It,

You
Got It

Our Amazing Introductory Offer

Some of you have said that you
can't bring the Review into your home
every week because of the cost. We've
responded with a rock-bottom introductory offer. Only US$19.99 in 1999.
(Offer expires December 31, 1999.)
That's within a few cents of being half
price. And we're doing it during our 150th anniversary year—yes,
that's 150 years—for those church members who have never subscribed or have been outside our family of readers for a year or more.
Now is your chance to get the Adventist Review every week and to
come closer to Jesus, to each other, and to Bible truth.
Note to our regular subscribers: Thank you for your loyal support of this magazine. We
will send you a special campaign offer in the mail.

BONUS
Subscribe now and get the daily reports from the 2000
General Conference session-6 BONUS ISSUES.

Credit Card Orders:
1-800-456-3991

See order form on
back page.
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September 1999

LETTERS
Why I Stay

"Why I Stay," by Reinder Bruinsma, in
the NAD July Adventist Review, contained 10 good reasons for not leaving
the church. Yet there are deeper reasons for being a member of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church. My
commitment is based not on human
reasons, but on
God and His
Word.
The church is
more than a
human organization. We are "His
building." Like all
His creation, it
exists as a result
of His word and His Spirit. The
church is the "pillar and the ground of
the truth" (The Great Controversy, p.
376). It stands as a monument to
God's great acts in the redemption of
this world and is the place that supports and proclaims His truth in
the world.
God has a people in community. In
the New Testament, Christianity
appears in the form of the church. All
through Scripture God presents to us
the fact that He has a people, a community of faith.
In His Revelation, Christ makes it
clear that He has His church to which
He ministers that it might fulfill His
mission in earth's last days. God is at
work in the world and especially in
His "remnant." Christ's victory has
assured its triumph.
—David Manzano
KINGSTON, TENNESSEE

2
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I read the article "Why I Stay," by
Reinder Bruinsma, with interest. I was
interested in the remark: "And I often
wonder why the church allows its fundamentalist fringe to set so much of its
agenda."
I am inclined to disagree with this
premise for two reasons. In the first
place, the fundamentalists are the
overwhelming yet silent majority of
this church, and second, it would seem

to me that the agenda at the beginning
of the third millennium is being set by
ideologies that would diminish the
importance of the Sabbath, the validity of a six-day creation, the inspiration of Scripture, and the role of the
Spirit of Prophecy.
—Richard O'Ffill
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Brand new
Seventh-day
Adventists are
learning . . .
about Jesus and His matchless love
how He works today

fl9riolv

help for knowing Him better
hope in His soon return

LIKE YOU
SPONSORED GIFT
SUBSCRIPTIONS

NAMES ARE COMING
AND WE NEED YOUR HELP.
BE A CHAMPION FOR

A NEW BELIEVER

Send your check for
$25, $50, $100, or $1000.
Spread the Good News!

Send contribution to Adventist Review, New Believers Plan, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD2090.4
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—Vincent H. Shults
PORTLAND, OREGON

Death of a Saleswoman

I was delighted to read "Death of a
Saleswoman" in the July NAD issue of
the Review. I, too, am definitely not a
salesperson, and yet I have been pressured in that direction many times.
One hour after I was baptized I was
asked what my plan was to get out
there and evangelize! Adventists need
to follow the Scriptures, which instruct
each of us to exercise our individual
gifts. God has presented me with many
opportunities in my everyday life to
share my testimony and my faith, and I
pray that He will continue to do so.
For me, these opportunities have not
been out there knocking on doors.
Kudos to Jennifer Gill Fordham for
having the courage to speak out.
—Karen Keating
SOMERVILLE, MAINE

Good, Great, Grand

Visiting with my 96-year-old mother
this past week [of June], she, a longtime
Adventist, shared with me her Adventist
Review, NAD Edition, for June. Church
magazines have a habit of turning me
off. So many times they dwell on how
bad/wrong those other folks are, so
many saying that they don't understand
the Bible, and so on and so forth. I
have been known to use the letters
"SSS," which mean "Sad, Sorry, Sick."
I read your Review and found nothing about the other people's shortcomings. Good, Great, Grand—"GGG!"
I thank you—I am so happy to read
a church-related magazine that
addresses the good in the worst of us
and the kindness in the least of us.

Andy Nash Leaving

I was dismayed to read in a Newsbreak
column about Andy Nash leaving the
staff of the Review, and then later to
read his own last editorial, which was
about his job transfer. I'm almost
"fortysomething," and to me his
columns were fresh and alive. I've followed his work since before he wrote
Growing up Adventist, which, again,
caught so clearly the picture that many
of us grew up with.
I just want to say that if you are
reading this, Andy, we encourage you
in your new profession and wish God's
blessings on you, but we also want to
let you know how much you will be
missed in the pages of the Review!
—Ruth Anne Labate

POCAHONTAS, ARIZONA
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The article "Why I Stay" has given me
the strength to continue being a
Seventh-day Adventist Church member! Thanks a lot for the article!
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EDITOR I A L

The Next 20 Years

'm not a prophet or the son of a prophet, but I foresee
that if time lasts, the next 20 years will bring major
changes to the Seventh-day Adventist Church. How
should we prepare for the future?
Although in some areas of
the world our numbers are few and
growth is glacial, in other parts the
church is exploding. More than
2,000 people join this movement
every day—that is one person every
39 seconds, with a new church organized every five hours. About one
year ago the church passed the 10million mark, and within the next 20
years it should reach 20 million and
perhaps close to 30 million. We are no longer a small church.
We can but dimly grasp the challenges that this explosion in
membership will bring. Where will we find ministers to care for
such a large flock? What sort of educational system will nurture
the flood of children and young people? How will our institutions avoid being overwhelmed by needs that outstrip resources?
This exploding church will become ever more diverse.
Already we are a magnificent potpourri drawn, as Revelation
14:6, 7 predicted, from "every nation, and kindred, and
tongue, and people." This is true for North America, where
Anglos now account for less than 60 percent of the Adventist
Church, and the diversity will only multiply here and around
the world church as the gospel commission races on to its climax in the return of Jesus.
Will this multiethnic family be able to retain its sense of
oneness? How can fragmentation only along national lines
be forestalled? What about the money pot: can we avoid
ugly disputes and even schism over financing?
I am glad that Jesus is Lord of the church. He "loved the
church and gave himself up for her" (Eph. 5:25, NIV). In
His hands alone is the church safe now and in the next 20
years—she isn't safe in our hands.
But we have a work to do. Every one of us, every member,
is part of Christ's body. All are gifted, all are indispensable to
the smooth functioning of the whole. And especially on those
entrusted to lead falls the challenge of trying to look ahead
and prepare for the changes that are about to break upon us.
Realizing that the days just ahead may confront the world
church with situations of which we now have no inkling,
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nevertheless we ought to be giving attention to the following concerns that we can predict:
Racial harmony. Pride of race is perhaps the most deeply
rooted aspect of our being. If we
avoid addressing it in our proclamation of the gospel, we cannot hope
to see smooth relationships. In our
evangelism and in our nurture of
believers we must confront each
individual with the demands of
God's Word to cast aside all pride
and prejudice based on ethnicity,
caste, gender, and social standing.
A global people. Our church is
unique in its internationality. This
is a treasure from our Lord Christ not to be taken for
granted; the treasure can shatter in hands that fail to appreciate it. Ongoing education in what it means to be a world
Christian—the Adventist identity—is essential.
The minimals of Adventism. In a church of Ph.D.s and
those barely literate or illiterate, we need to think through as a
body as to what are the minimum characteristics, the nonnegotiables, of a Seventh-day Adventist. Some among us would seek
to make the profile ever more complex and detailed, but their
specifications simply do not work on the world scale of our
movement. The minimals must embrace doctrine (the 27 fundamental beliefs provide the foundation, but even they are too
closely defined for some societies), lifestyle, and mission. This
task is difficult but necessary if we are to stay together as a people and to perceive that we are staying together.
Administrative structures. Burgeoning membership will
strain existing structures. We will need flexibility and innovation, but even so the world church will
likely burst out of the patterns that have
served us well for many years. Ultimately the structures we now know
will fall away as earth's final remnant
gathers to greet the returning Lord.
Twenty years? Only the Lord knows
how long. But so long as we wait,
He tells us: "Occupy till I come"
(Luke 19:13). That calls for
thinking, planning, praying, and
being open to His leading.

Major changes will
soon break over
us. Are we ready
for them?
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ALFRED C. MC CLURE

Like Rain on a
Hot Dry Day
uring a hot dry August day a friend was commiserating with me about the difficulty in keeping his
flowers and vegetables watered. He described
standing with a hose for
30 minutes or more
every night, pouring precious liquid
onto the dusty soil.
"No matter how much water I put
on the garden, it seems dry again the
very next day," he said. "And flowers
don't seem to perk up, no matter how
much water I pour on them."
Then a storm came through. The
heavens poured rain for about 30
minutes. My friend told me that his
flowers looked much better; his garden was producing. "God
watered my yard for about the same amount of time I do," he
said, "but He surely got a lot more accomplished."
I was happy for him, delighted that his garden was doing well,
but I was even more grateful for the spiritual lesson that I learned.
Many times I try to cultivate the good deeds in my life on
my own. I sweat over some good deed, placing all my energy on
making certain I am doing right. Then the devil blows a
parched, dry wind through my life, and all of my goodness
seems to evaporate.
Other times I focus on avoiding doing wrong. My attention
is focused on not overeating, not thinking unkindly about
someone, or not worrying. In fact, so much of my focus is on
avoiding some bad behavior that I forget to visit a sick friend,
pray for a colleague, or share my faith.
Our good deeds don't produce any more fruit than dry ground
in the desert. Only when God pours the Holy Spirit into our
lives will the harvest appear: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, self-control (Gal. 5:22, 23).
Paul explains throughout Galatians that we can never put
enough effort into our lives to produce the fruit of the Spirit.
Listen to just some of his comments:
■ "I am astonished that you are so quickly . . . turning to a
different gospel" (Gal. 1:6).*
■ "Let me ask you only this: Did you receive the Spirit by
works of the law, or by hearing with faith?" (Gal. 3:2).
■ "For freedom Christ has set us free" (Gal. 5:1).
■ "But I say, walk by the Spirit, and do not gratify the
desires of the flesh" (Gal. 5:16).

What's true in a person's life is also true in the church's life.
We've placed a new emphasis on church planting in North
America that has produced tremendous success. More than 300
churches have been planted in three
years. Hundreds of men and women
have worked thousands of hours.
Hundreds of thousands of prayers have
been offered.
That effort must be commended. The
entire North American Division of the
Adventist Church rejoices in the faithfulness of these frontline workers. But
that effort has not produced the wonderful fruit that I see in these churches.
The Holy Spirit has poured out His
blessing on these projects, and they have produced fruit.
Human effort is important, but divine effort is essential.
Abram was promised that his descendants would be like the
stars of the heavens. But he thought he had to make the promise
come to pass on his own. When he and Sarah didn't have children soon, he chose to rely on his own efforts. Ishmael was born,
but God said that wasn't the fulfillment of the promise. Only in
the miracle of Isaac's birth—when Abraham and Sarah were too
old to have children—was God's promise revealed.
"Now we, brethren, like Isaac, are children of promise"
(Gal. 4:28). We have a work to do, but only the presence of
the Holy Spirit in our lives makes the work effective.
My friend told me a great spiritual truth when he said that
God's 30-minute rainstorm accomplished more than his efforts.
All of my efforts, without the Holy Spirit, will produce an
empty life. Only as I trust in God, read His Word, seek His
truth, and accept His blessing will I produce the fruit of an
attractive Christian.
With the Spirit, we can be a fruitful garden that
attracts those around us to look toward our Saviour.
I pray that the Holy Spirit will fill your life and
mine, and bring refreshing to our thirsty world.

Only when the
Holy Spirit is poured
into our lives will the
harvest appear.
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* Bible texts in this article are from the Revised Standard
Version.

Alfred C. McClure is president of the Seventhday Adventist Church in North America, which
will soon pass the 900,000-member mark.

ADVENTIST LIFE

The theme of a recent Sabbath school program was "nature," and the leader had told
the children how a mommy robin brings
worms to feed her baby birds. She asked the
children, "Would you like it if your mommy
fed you worms?"
A 2-year-old emphatically responded
from the circle, "Not me! I'm a vegetarian!"
—Evelyn Hamer, Centerville, Ohio

JOTS AND TITTLES

Dream Center

I would like to suggest that the
Adventist Review periodically list
Adventist websites, as I and many others I talk to find it a struggle to find
them. I feel that my church could
serve its members better if it would
provide this information, and that it
would be greatly appreciated. I also
with there were safe chat rooms for
Adventist teenagers. It would be wonderful if they could communicate with
missionary children and become e-mail
"pen pals."
—Becky Heath Soapes, Madison, Tennessee

Real-life Angels

Sometimes people touch our lives,
changing them irrevocably with their
compassion, help, and kindness. Who
has been an "angel" to you? Please send
us the name, address, and reason(s) you
believe this person is your "real-life
angel" to Give and Take, Adventist
Review, Real-life Angels, 12501 Old
Columbia Pike, Silver Spring,
Maryland 20904. You may include
photos; submissions will not be
returned. Deadline: November 3.

Keeper of the Key
Weddings will never be the same. A new member of the wedding party has
been created.
Every wedding has a bride, a
groom, a flower girl, and a Bible
boy. Old stuff! Enter "Official
Keeper of the Key!"
For years couples have been
seeking spiritual weddings in
churches, only to have their cars
damaged or "decorated" with
inappropriate innuendo at the
reception. This has been tolerated
because it was all done in fun!
Here is a great alternative.
The - Keeper of the Key" decorated Jack and Kerry
Arrange to be the "Keeper."
Wash, wax, and vacuum the hon- Crosby's car creatively and tastefully!
eymoon car. Clean the windows. Make some colorful and tasteful poster board
decorations, including a "JUST MARRIED" sign for the rear window.
Scotch-tape as many dollar bills to the inside of the windshield as you can collect. Contact the fathers of both the bride and the groom ahead of time to let
them supply you with most of these "decorations."
Be polite and firm with those who would degrade the car with their own version of "decorations."
My family has been the "Keeper" at 11 weddings. Please join us and start a new
tradition. Let's send our young couples on their honeymoon with happy memories
after their spiritual, Christ-centered weddings.
—R. Lee Lewis, Collegedale, TN
MATRIMONIAL MEMORIES

For the next couple months we'll accept submissions to this new category. Send
your creative wedding stories, photographs, and advice to Give & Take
Matrimonial Memories to the address listed below.

WE NEED YOU

Send Give & Take submissions to ... Give & Take, Adventist Review, 12501 Old Columbia
Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904; Fax: 301-680-6638; E-mail: 74617.15@CompuServe.com.
Please include phone number. Submissions will not be returned.
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Hispanic Adventists are one of the ingredients
that make for a healthy church
in North America.

BY ARNOLD TRUJILLO

N 1970 HISPANIC Adventists
in North America numbered
♦
19,000. Less than 30 years later,
that number is more than 99,000.
The growth of this part of the
•
Adventist family in North America illustrates the truth of Christ's statement: "The
kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed.
. . . Though it is the smallest of all your
seeds, yet when it grows, it is the largest of
garden plants and becomes a tree, so that
the birds of the air come and perch in its
branches" (Matt. 13:31, 32, NIV).
A single mustard seed is easily overlooked. But just as the germ of a seed grows
by the unfolding of the life-giving principle
implanted by God, so the growth of the
8
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Hispanic membership over the past 100
years—particularly in the past three
decades—can be directly attributed to the
unfolding of an unchanging principle for
success that Christ enunciated.
A Matter of Priorities

Jesus challenged His followers: "Seek ye
first the kingdom of God" (Matt 6:33).
Christ is here speaking of priorities, admonishing His believers to put His interests
above jobs, material things, social relations,
self-aggrandizement—everything. We are
promised that if God and His kingdom are
placed first on our priority scale, blessings
will follow. Many Hispanic Adventists—
like those who represent other ethnic

Casting a Wider Net
BY JENNIFER MAE BARIZO
Hope & Vision 2000, this year's evangelistic outreach
geared toward Hispanics, will be broadcast from Forest
Lake Academy in
Orlando, Florida, to
sites in North, South,
and Inter-America
from September 10
to 25. "It's time to
see Jesus" is the
theme of the satellite
broadcast sponsored
by the North
American Division
and La Voz de la
Esperanza. The meetings will be presented
in Spanish and translated into English and
Portuguese.
Peruvian-born evangelist Alejandro Bullon
will be the featured

speaker. Bullon spent 18 years as a youth leader in South
America and since 1990 has been the ministerial director
of the South American Division. He is also a speaker for
the Spanish language edition of it Is Written.
Hope & Vision 2000 is the second satellite evangelistic
effort focused directly to Spanish-speaking populations.
According to the North American Division Ministerial
Association, plans are under way to rebroadcast the series
on Spanish-language television stations throughout North
America, and will include broadening the satellite audience
to Europe and other continents.

PAYBACK TIME: Richard
Gonzales accepted Jesus into his
life when he was in prison.
Fifteen years later he leads the
prison ministry of the
Washington Spanish Seventh-day
Adventist Church in Silver
Spring, Maryland. Although still
studying for a theology

degree at

Columbia Union College,
Gonzales preaches regularly at
the maximum-security prison in
Alejandro Bullon

groups in North America have placed
Christ and His church first in their affections and in their expenditures of their
time, talents, and treasure.
In 1978 I had the privilege of being the
senior pastor of the Spanish-American
church in the Boyle Heights neighborhood
of East Los Angeles. It was, at the time, the
largest Spanish-speaking Adventist church
in North America, with more than 800
members. It also was the parent church of
about a dozen other Spanish-speaking congregations in the Los Angeles metropolitan
area.
I arrived to assume my new responsibilities in November when Ingathering was in
full swing. In stark and surprising contrast

Jessup, Maryland.

to other churches I had pastored, the members of the Spanish-American church loved
to go Ingathering. One dear woman, Isabel
de la Rocha, personified the principle of giving the things of God her highest priority.
An elderly widow, she would go out day
after day to distribute tracts and solicit
donations. She raised more than $1,000
that year, as she had done year after year.
There were numerous others, both young
and old, who also dedicated an incredible
amount of time and energy to this one program of the church.
This level of dedication and commitment
to Christian service was not the sole domain
of the seniors of the congregation. In my first
summer at the church we organized a day
ADVENTIST REVIEW, SEPTEMBER 1999
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Miracle Church
BY JULIO OCHOA
About five years ago Isabel Nunez, a member
of the Central Seventh-day Adventist Church in
Houston, Texas, was approached by her former
pastor from the Disciples of Christ Church. He
asked if she knew of any Adventist congregations
that were in need of a building to hold services in.
The building he had in mind had been standing
vacant for more than 10 years; the roof leaked.
the floors needed repair, and most of the windows
were broken;
but it had a gym-

TO THIS: Galena Park Spanish Seventh-day Adventist Church
as it appears today.

nasium, 10,000
square feet of
classroom

Daniele was notified about the donation of the two-acre

space, and it

property to the Texas Conference. The conference offered

sat on two

the property to the Galena Park Spanish church.
The members of the Galena Park church now had prop-

acres. The

erty, but who would lead out in renovating it?

Disciples of

Jose Ochoa, a building contractor, had recently moved

Christ were will-

into the area and joined the Galena Park church. Ochoa

ing to donate it
to an Adventist

FROM THIS: (small, white, two-story building)

congregation.
At the time the 60 members of the Galena Park

remodeling the new property. As much as $15,000 was

Spanish Adventist Church were meeting in a small, two-

donated by people who are not even members of the

story house that was surrounded by oil refineries and

church.

industrial buildings. The small group had $55,000 in
savings, and they were hoping to get another $50,000

After more than two years of meeting in the gymnasium, members now worship in the refurbished church sanc-

from the sale of their property. The only other church

tuary. Attendance at the church has risen to 300 and this

property they could find was listed for $400,000.

fall the Galena Park church opened an Adventist school

While the church prayed for guidance, Pastor Daniel

camp program for the children of the community. We asked one of our youth, 18-yearold Sandy Contreras, to be the director of
the four-week day camp. She selected and
trained 15 other youth as counselors, and
organized the daily activities for some 60
children that included field trips to area
parks and beaches. I was amazed how someone so young could be so dedicated, hardworking, patient, reliable, and responsible.

10

donated his time, and the church paid for materials. The
money saved up to buy a church was now dedicated to
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with more than 70 students.

On to Bigger Things
This signal regard of Christ and His
church by Hispanic Adventists of North
America is revealed among old and young
most tellingly in their soul-winning methods. Their love for Christ compels them to
share Him with their family, friends, and
neighbors. In the four years I spent at the
Spanish-American church more than 400
individuals were baptized, the vast majority
of whom were relatives of members.

Growing Together
BY JULIO OCHOA

more than 100 young adults in and out of the area.
Carlos Linares was born in Nicaragua, and Madeline in
Chile. They are in their early and mid-20s. The not-so-original name of their young adult group—"The GROUP"—
stands for giving reality to God's unchanging promises. It
reflects their commitment to living and sharing the gospel
and their hope in the second advent of our Saviour Jesus
Christ.
Carlos and Madeline have created an atmosphere in
which people grow spiritually, come to know God, and
become leaders themselves. In fact, virtually all members
of this group are leaders who serve as positive witnesses
of Christianity.

In Salt Lake City, Utah, the Mormon capital of the world,
I met Carlos and Madeline Linares. The couple meets
every Friday evening with as many as 40 other young
adults for Bible study and fellowship. The group reflects as
much diversity as is possible in a city that is predominantly
White, Mormon, and solidly middle-class.
Carlos and Madeline, members of the Wasatch Hills
Seventh-day Adventist Church, started their weekly Bible
study as an outreach to non-Adventists, as well as to provide Adventist young adults in the area with something to do on Friday nights. Mormons are well known
for having strong social ties and activities.
Members from all four of the area Adventist
churches—two White, one Black, and one Hispanic—
meet every week for fellowship and inspiration.
Innovative styles of teaching, relevant material, and
discussion-based Bible studies have attracted a
diverse group of individuals from all walks of faith.
Weekend activities also include trips to the lake,
camping, hiking, white-water-rafting, watersking and
skiing, mountain biking, community service, game
nights, and making home videos.
When I lived in Salt Lake City last year, not a
weekend went by without my doing something with
the group during my five-month stay.
Carlos' secret in keeping the group active is
involving everyone in something. There are vibrant
church services, young adult Sabbath school classes, MILES OF SMILES: These young adults in Salt Lake City, Utah (and
teen/youth rallies, young adult retreats, mission
others), are creating a climate in which Bible study and Christian feltrips, and monthly newsletters mailed and e-mailed to lowship are both nurture and outreach activities.

I remember Valentina Medina. She was a
new member in 1978. She loved the church,
but since she was the only Adventist in her
family, she always came alone. She attended
every service of the church—not only
Sabbath school and worship services but also
prayer meetings, youth meetings, missionary
outreach, etc. After a few months her husband, Alfredo, began to attend services with
Valentina. Alfredo received studies and was
evenutally baptized. A few more months

went by, and Alfredo's brother, Fidencio, and
his wife began to attend services. They too
received studies and were baptized.
Ellen White observed, "In this last generation the parable of the mustard seed is to
reach a signal and triumphant fulfillment.
The little seed will become a tree. The last
message of warning and mercy is to go to
'every nation and kindred and tongue'
(Christ's Object Lessons, p. 79).
This Spirit-motivated vision is not the
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remember their heritage as they continue to take the

A Blueprint for the Future

gospel to the Spanish-speaking people of North America.
Devotional presentations, music, planning sessions for

BY STEPHEN CHAVEZ

this fall's Hope and Vision 2000 series of satellite evange-

Pastors, evangelists, and administrators from through-

listic meetings, and professional growth seminars were

out North America met recently at Atlantic Union College in

interspersed with time for fellowship and relaxation. Those

South Lancaster, Massachusetts, for the biennial meeting

who wished to were also able to join heritage tours to

of the Hispanic Ministerial and Evangelistic Council.

some of the area sites of historical Adventist importance.

Hispanic Adventists in North America are celebrating

At the Thursday evening banquet, hosted by Manuel

100 years of faith and progress in 1999. It was 100 years

Vasquez, North American Division vice president for spe-

ago, in Sanchez, Arizona, that the first Adventists of

cial ministries, more than a dozen individuals were hon-

Hispanic descent were baptized; and in presentations and

ored for their contributions to the work among Hispanics in

seminars convention attendees were encouraged to

North America.

IN APPRECIATION:
Gilberto Vega,
Hispanic coordinator
for the Arizona
Conference, is honored
IN RECOGNITION: Manuel Vasquez, North

THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES: Temperatures near the

for the work he did to

American Division vice president for special min-

century mark and a packed, nonair-conditioned

coordinate the

istries, unwraps some of the plaques presented at

Machlan Auditorium make fans (provided by Atlantic

Hispanic Centennial

a Thursday evening banquet to those who helped

Union College) a welcome possession among wor-

Celebration earlier this

to advance the work among Hispanics in 1999.

shipers at Sabbath morning's worship service.

year in Safford,
Arizona.

ON THEIR FEET:
Responding to Alejandro
Bulion's Sabbath morning
PHOTO SBYSTE VECHA VEZ

sermon, nearly the entire
congregation stands in
commitment to taking the
gospel to Spanish-speaking
people in North America.

sole possession of any one social or ethnic
group. But the story of Hispanic growth in
North America during the past 30 years is
one of the ways it is being fulfilled. ■
12 (1188)
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Arnold Trujillo is the president of the Hawaii
Conference.

PARABLES

OF

THE

KINGDOM

o, Daddy, Look at Me!"
Ever wondered why God finds us attractive?

BY JEFF SCOGGINS

he was an ugly thing. Dog breath, a crooked leg, a
bad eye, hair falling out; she may have had lice;
she definitely had fleas. I saw nothing attractive
about the little dog when
she showed up on our
front porch one morning. I felt pity
for the little thing—the put-herout-of-her-misery kind of pity.
I like dogs actually. I enjoy their
companionship, the way they make
me laugh, their affection. But I like
clean dogs. Undiseased dogs. Dogs
with hair. What did she want?
The little mutt stared at me
through the screen door for a
moment. I stared back. "Why
should I feel sorry for you?" I asked
her. As if to answer me she began
some strange antics.
First she stood as tall as her
scrawny legs could stretch, then she
slowly turned around like a model on a fashion runway to
give me a good look at her. Impressive, I thought. Then she
started to bark a pathetic yap. By the way she carried on she
must've thought hers was a majestic voice. She was proud of
it. Strangely enough, it seemed as though she was trying to
communicate. "I just took a bath," she croaked. "Brushed
my teeth too, see?" She grinned to show me several yellowed teeth with a number conspicuously absent.
Ugh. As for the bath, little dog, you missed a couple spots—
like your face, legs, and body. I don't think she heard me,
though. She was proceeding with her impressive résumé.
"Just killed a varmint for you too," she announced proudly,
dragging around the corner for my approval the barely recognizable corpse of one of the beautiful mallard ducks that
had once lived peacefully on our pond.
Before, I was disgusted; now I was angry. She had killed a
beautiful animal that we loved to watch. And on top of that
she thought I'd be grateful. I started out the door, bad intentions in my mind, when my 5-year-old daughter tugged on
my pant leg.
"Don't hurt the doggy, Daddy." Her plea stopped me and
quieted my anger. We watched in silence as the dog performed her Olympic athlete qualifications for us. She
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bounded the 10-foot dash with breakneck limps to the other
side of the porch. Her gymnastics routine consisted of a rollover that left a mat of hair on the porch behind her. Her
grand finale was a neat little pile in
the corner of the porch that I would
have to clean up with a shovel.
I looked down at my daughter,
who was obviously enchanted. "I
want to keep her, Daddy."
"But sweetheart, you can see the
shape she's in. Why do you want a
dog like that?" I asked with a rationality I didn't feel.
"I just do," she said.
"But she's a mess, she has terrible
behavior, and to top it off, she
thinks she can impress us enough to
take her in," I said reasonably.
"I love her," she said unreasonably. I told her she was being
unreasonable.
"What is unreasonable?" she asked, obviously not really
caring.
"Look at her, just look at her, sweetheart," I said, my
exasperation beginning to show.
"No, Daddy," my daughter shot back, "look at me. I'll
clean her, I'll train her to be good. She can't be good yet.
She doesn't know what good is. But I'm good, Daddy.
Please, look at me."
I looked at my daughter, and I saw the face of irrational,
unreasonable grace.
The Adventist Review is looking for writers who can communicate spiritual truths in fresh, creative parables and metaphors.
Manuscripts of 700 words or less can be sent to: Parables of the
Kingdom, do Adventist Review, 12501 Old Columbia Pike,
Silver Spring, MD 20904. Unaccepted manuscripts cannot be
returned.

Jeff Scoggins is communication projects manager for
the Office of Global Mission.
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22,000 Pathfinders Discover God's Power in Oshkosh, Wisconsin
Editor's Note:
More than 17,000
Pathfinders and 5,000
adult chaperons spent
five days in August at
Discover the Power
Camporee. The event in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin,
was sponsored by the
North American
Division Pathfinder
Ministries Department
and organized by the
Center for Youth
Evangelism at Andrews
University. Every conference in North
America participated.
The joy in the pictures on the following
pages reflects the love
the Pathfinders learned
for Christ. Two brief
articles describe the
experiences of two of the
local Pathfinder club
leaders, Ana Ruiz, of
the Chattanooga Eagles
Club in Tennessee, and
Dan Serns, of the
Chapel Oaks Explorers
in Kansas City, Kansas.
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Baptism by Fire
by Ana Ruiz, Chattanooga Eagles Pathfinder Club, Chattanooga, Tennessee
Discover the Power Camporee was my first counseling experience, and it definitely
proved to be a positive experience. The camporee offered my kids the opportunity to interact with their worldwide church family. As we walked across the grounds at the camporee,
my girls and I witnessed the coming together of thousands of Pathfinders. They had a
chance to see that they are a part of a world church,
and that many young people around the world also
are choosing to live an active Christian lifestyle.
It's important for us to direct the energies of
our young people toward positive Christian activities.
The world is grabbing for the attention and energies
of our youth. It's vital that we offer them a positive
Christian alternative. The camporee did that.
Although the experience was tiring for me, it
was an experience I will always remember. To be a
part of these kids' lives is an incredible opportunity.
I want them to see me as a friend and as someone
who is there to help them. They have tremendous
potential, and the experience they had at the camBAPTISM BY FIRE: Ana Ruiz (center) began her role as a Pathfinder
poree helped them see that.
counselor for the Chattanooga, Tennessee, area clubs at Discover the
They're really good kids. That's why I have
Power Camporee. But she seems to be enjoying it, as do the Pathfinders
in her unit. She tells about her experiences with her unit in the article at
such a burden for these young people, and that is
right. Photo by Jamie Arnell
why I love being a Pathfinder counselor.
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BRINGING IN THE
SOUND: Nightly programs
featured singing led by
Ken Rogers, chaplain at
Southern Adventist
University; a drama program that portrayed the
themes of the great controversy; a video reviewing
the day's activities; an
interview with a spiritual
celebrity who spoke about
God's leading in his or her
life; and a challenge
speaker. Special music
often featured Pathfinders
like the steel band from
the Metropolitan SDA
church in Hyattsville,
Maryland. Photos by
Jamie Arnell and Ludi Leito

WOOF, WOOF: Guide
magazine's "Guide Dog"
was the official mascot
for the camporee.
Photo by Hans Olson
V4
.
`r

(Left, background)
BIG CROWDS:
Nearly 22,000
Pathfinders, chaperons,
and volunteer staff
from 50 countries
gathered in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, for
the Fourth International
Pathfinder Comporee,
the largest sponsored by
the North American
Division. The camporee
was held at
the Experimental Aircraft
Association's facility in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. The division
has approved for the next camporee to be held in 2004.
Photo by Alden J. Ho
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PRIDE OF HONG
KONG: The Hong KongMacao drill team came
a long way, but beat
33 other entrants to
take home the firstplace trophy at the
international drill team
finals. They were featured in the Sabbath
afternoon parade
through downtown
Oshkosh helping
Pathfinders spread a
message that substance abuse, violence,
and gang activity are
not the way to go.
Photo by Ludi Leito

TAKING A STAND: Cassie Cox, 17-year-old member of the Bike for Life: Teens Against Tobacco team
from the Carolina Conference, was interviewed by a
Fox television reporter. She and 13 others cycled
1,157 miles from Charlotte, North Carolina, in 23
days to promote their stand against kids using
tobacco. Photo by Ludi Leito
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SOUVENIR PICTURE: The Sheeler Oaks Spanish Pathfinder Club from Apopka,
Florida, stopped to take a club portrait in front of the entrance banner for the
camporee. Clubs came from Florida to British Columbia, from Maine to California,
and from 49 countries outside the United States. Photo by Kermit Netteburg

LET THE DRUMS ROLL: Two
members of the Gaithersburg,
Maryland, New Life SDA Church
North Stars, Sheri Campbell
and Raheen "Rocky" Khan, are
ready for action with the
Allegheny East Conference
drum corps. Drum corps dominated the daily parade leading
Pathfinders in full dress uniform
to the airfield for airplane stunt
shows. Photo by Ludi Leito

MENTORING OUR KIDS: "Our goal is to provide
youth with a fun, safe, high-adventure event this
summer," said Ron Whitehead, camporee executive
director. "As parents, caregivers, and community leaders,
we need to take an active and positive approach to
helping kids like Sara Kuskenna, from the Umapine,
Kentucky, Hawks Club, to discover the world in which
they live and to mentor them to adulthood." Photo
by Ludi Leito

CAMP LIFE
Photographer and youth
pastor Alden J. Ho followed
the Columbia, South Carolina,
Pathfinder Club around for a
day. The pictures on this page
capture only a few of the varied activities of an average
day at Discover the Power
Camporee.
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QUILTS OF LOVE: Hundreds of handmade quilts, provided by Pathfinder clubs and their leaders, were on display at ADRA's Adventure Land, some with letters to spell out "ADRA and
Pathfinders Cover the Refugee Children of the World With Love" for the large hanging quilt
display. In a few weeks the quilts will be delivered by ADRA to Kosovar children in need.
Photo by Ludi Leito

"Our goal was to provide youth with a fun,
safe, high-adventure event."
—Ron Whitehead, camporee executive director
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Campers packed
lunches because they
were at honors
booths, at the aircraft museum, or
taking advantage of
the 70 activities provided daily. So
breakfast, prepared
here by club leader
Quinn Harding, was
the most important
meal of the day.

KEEPING THEIR COOL:
Pathfinder survival training came in handy
Sabbath morning helping these Southern
Union campers to beat
the heat. Photo by
Alden J. Ho
KING
PIN:
Discover
the Power
camper
Gerald
Brown from
Oshawa,
Ontario,
shows off
—
more than 70 pins he collected.
Buying, trading, and collecting
pins from international countries
and Adventist organizations is a
popular part of all Pathfinder camporees. Photo by Kermit Netteburg

ALL FOR ONE: Pathfinders learned cooperation by participating in exercises that
required teamwork. Ralph Rose, of the
Albany, New York, Trailblazers, and three
Mustang Club members from Minot, North
Dakota—Chris Boyko, Dennis Henderson,
and Rich Timothy—master the "four-person walking stick." Dozens of other games
also helped Pathfinders learn important life
skills. Photo by Kermit Netteburg

FREE TIME: No camporee would be complete without time for
friends, fun, and games.
Jordan Barnes, from the
Shiloh Trailblazers Club
of Chicago, Illinois,
makes the most of "free
time." Photo
by Chris
Drake

KEEPING IN TOUCH: Although far
from home, Pathfinders still find
time to call and say hello. Family
and friends at home were able to
keep in touch with their campers
through live Internet feeds, satellite uplinks, and an on-site e-mail
center. Photo by Ludi Leito
MUM'S THE WORD: Sixty-five honor classes were taught,
including a class in how to witness through miming activities. One honor was taught only at the camporee: the
Review and Herald Publishing Association taught a printing
honor that will be discontinued now that the camporee is
over. Photo by Kermit Netteburg
Camporee Fact—The largest Pathfinder
delegation came from Michigan Conference,
who registered 1,081 campers.

CAMPING OUT: Thousands of tents in hundreds of orderly rows created a sense of beauty in orderliness that
characterizes Pathfinder camporees everywhere. These
tents from the College View Trailblazers club from
Lincoln, Nebraska, framed one of the main streets of the
camping area. Photo by Kermit Netteburg

Bronson Harding
conquers
the tire
crawl at the
obstacle
course

a Popular
l°c°11011 for
Pathfinders test
ing their
skills. P11"1"/

'

Matt
Jones
crosses
the rope
bridge at
the obstacle course.

Figure this one out? Brian Sorenson creates a puzzle with
his chain.
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"We believe in the power
of positive peer pressure."
—Willie Oliver, director of Pathfinder ministries,
North American Division

SUPER HERO: Desmond T. Doss,
the only Seventh-day Adventist to
win the Congressional Medal of
Honor, was one of the spiritual
celebrity guests. Each nightly program featured a spiritual celebrity,
whose story helped the Pathfinders
understand that true heroism
involves trusting God in every
action of every day. Photo by
Ludi Leito

GIFT BOX: At ADRA's Packa-Box activity campers
packed clothing and other
necessities for Kosovar
refugees that were donated
from Oshkosh, Wisconsin,
residents, neighboring communities, and sponsoring
organizations and companies. Campers added a personal touch by writing
notes of encouragement on
the boxes. Maria Huaringa
from the Spanish Golden
Eagles Club in Berrien
Springs, Michigan, prepares
her "gift" box. Photo by
Jamie AmeII

LENDING A HAND: Pathfinders discovered the power of
service at the camporee by participating in 12 projects
that left Oshkosh a better place. They stained and preserved the wood at the Little Oshkosh Playground, including decorating this rail with ladybugs. The task was artfully done by Connie Welsh from Greeley, Colorado's
Frontiersman Pathfinder Club. In addition, thousands of
Pathfinders created scenic walking trails near Oshkosh
and did maintenance work outside the Evergreen
Retirement Center, among other projects.
Photo by Ludi Leito
SEARCHING FOR
POWER: Much like Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts,
Pathfinder programs
mentor kids physically,
mentally, and socially.
The significant difference is the deliberate
spiritual component of
Pathfinders.
Photo by Alden J. Ho

God Power
by Pastor Dan Serns,
Chapel Oaks Explorers Pathfinder Club, Kansas City, Kansas
We talked almost every night after the program. The kids
were so tired they didn't say much, but I know they were thinking a
lot. The drama each night really touched the Pathfinders. It portrayed the great controversy themes. On Friday night they told the
story of Jesus' life. The devil was one of the characters, just as he
was in Christ's life. It really showed the cosmic forces at work in our
lives. Our young people don't hear that a lot. Shivers ran down my
back when Jesus rose from the tomb and Pathfinders started
applauding and standing. Imagine that: Young Adventists cheering
Christ's resurrection. Wow!
All day long our Pathfinders were busy with honors and games
and seeing exhibits. I'm glad they got to see that the Christian life
involves true enjoyment, that they could have fun in a Christian setting. They had hundreds of choices of things to do—all of them
good choices, without any pull of negative things and without the
press of being forced to
choose between what's
right and wrong.
Even the bad
weather on Thursday
night was something of
a blessing. We had a
tornado warning, and
thunderstorms with big
hail passed just to the
north of the camp. The
Lord saw the 22,000
Pathfinders on the
grounds and protected
them—but He knew
there were maybe
2,000 Pathfinders who WATERY GRAVE: Pastor Dan Serns, chaplain of the Chapel Oaks
needed to bring their
Club from Kansas City, Kansas, helps Madison Jarboe adjust her
prayer life up-to-date. hands prior to her baptism in the scuba diving tank. The tank
Actually, I think all was changed from a training facility to a baptistry so that more
of us brought our spiri- than 100 Pathfinders could be baptized on Sabbath afternoon.
Serns recalls his experiences in the article above.
tual lives up-to-date at Photo by Kermit Netteburg
the camporee.
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For more camporee memories, see
www.camporee.org

SANDRA

DORAN:

DIALOGUES

Is It Wrong
to Be Neutral?
am unwittingly being drawn into a controversy
brewing in our church, with elders and deacons
angry at one another. I am continually receiving
phone calls and visits from
members on "both sides,"
and finding myself agreeing with
each person's view. Is it wrong to
see both sides of an issue? Am I
being hypocritical?
I am saddened to hear of the
conflict that is occurring in your
church and the distress that your
entire congregation must be experiencing. While the "ideal" house of
worship offers only solace and rest,
churches since the time of Paul
have battled with personality types and issues that fire tempers and threaten to divide the body.
When controversies flare, is it necessary for every
member of the church to consider the issues and decide
which faction deserves allegiance? Is it wrong to lend an
understanding ear to one church member, and then listen sympathetically to someone on the other side? Not
at all. I find a number of compelling arguments that suggest that your neutral stance is neither inappropriate nor
hypocritical.
1. The issue is not one that you chose to be drawn into.
While others have drawn their lines in the sand around particular points, you may not feel the same passion for one
side of the argument or the other.
2. It's not just an "issue" that's involved here; it's people.
While much of the focus centers on the fine points honed
sharply by both factions, in the midst of the dilemma are
very real people—church members who feel affronted, hurt,
misunderstood, maligned, let down. As you listen to those
you care about express their pain, the points of contention
become less important than human suffering. To express a
genuine understanding of what someone is going through is
not to imply that you are taking sides in an argument.
3. If every member of a congregation were forced to take sides
whenever key players found themselves at odds, churches would
become smaller and smaller, splitting into narrow viewpoints at
each controversial juncture. Some issues are better left to
resolve themselves according to God's schedule, rather than
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to be forced upon church members who are not looking for
confrontation.
4. Rather than being hypocritical, the ability to enter
into the experience of others is an
act of empathy—a trait that
exceeds sympathy, with the listener intimately connected to the
emotions and psychological journey of the one expressing a concern. Such an ability to perceive
another's pain is a rare gift that
can bless any congregation with
healing and understanding.
5. Different temperament types are
needed in every congregation to support and balance the whole. While
outspoken people can help the body clarify its stance on
some important issues, members are also needed who can
listen without being judgmental, respond to feelings, care
deeply about those around them. Quiet, not-easily-threatened, affirming, background people lend much to the
church family.
6. Paul advises, "If it is possible, as far as it depends on you,
live at peace with everyone" (Rom. 12:18, NIV). That does
not sound to me like an admonition to confront every person and problem with opposing opinions. Rather, Paul views
peace as a goal worthy of pursuit.
Ultimately, every congregation will experience its rough
waters. While those caught up in the controversy haggle and
threaten and seek to be understood, it is the gentle, caring
people who keep the ship afloat, who steady the craft that
threatens to capsize. You're doing a fine job using your spiritual gifts. Don't worry about the looming hypocritical label
as you minister to those who need you most at this time. I
suspect that the title of "hypocrite" was suggested by one
who would pressure you into taking her or his side. Don't
succumb to the innuendos. Your understanding heart is
needed more than the force of your weight in the argument.

A neutral stance
is neither
inappropriate nor
hypocritical.

Sandra Doran is an assistant to the superintendent
of schools for field supervision in the Southern New
England Conference.
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Reaching for a Better Humanity
The secret, surprisingly, is forgiveness.
BY JAN PAULSEN

The following is the condensation of a sermon delivered at the
June 1999 graduation exercises at Andrews University in Berrien
Springs, Michigan.—Editors.
"The Lord is compassionate and gracious, slow to anger,
abounding in love. He will not always accuse, nor will he harbor
his anger forever" (Ps. 103:8, 9).*
"Therefore, as God's chosen people, holy and dearly loved,
clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness
and patience. Bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you may have against one another. Forgive as the Lord
forgave you" (Col. 3:12, 13).

A

YUGOSLAVIAN SERB, LOOKING
pensively at the river Danube as it slowly flows
past him through Belgrade, says, more to himself than to anyone else: "During the Second
World War the Croats, allied with the Nazis,
killed half a million Serbs, and their bodies came floating
down on this river from Croatia. We will never forget and we
will never forgive them for that." And his mind drifts off into
the murky haze of a history of realities and myths.
Have I not said, have you not thought: I will never forgive?
Never? Can I find peace with myself and the people that
surround me if I cannot or will not forgive? We are all going
to be wronged, hurt, or abused sometime; that's the way life
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is. What do we plan to do about it? How do we handle it?
Stories About Relationships

Whenever Jesus wanted to make a significant point or
teach a lesson of great importance, He told a story. These
stories describe the realities of everyday life—then and
today—in which people often hurt each other, and then
often threw a religious cloak over it all, thereby managing
also to distort God.
Most of these stories said something about relationships—
between one human being and another, or between God and
human beings—and they sought to drive home the point
that we need somehow to do better at just being human
beings; we need to discover what the finest human qualities
are. That discovery starts by asking: How does God look
upon people? How does He value a human being? And does
this say something about how I should look upon and treat
the people I meet on my journey through life?
The predominant quality of God that says more than any
other about His attitude to people is His willingness to forgive.
And the presence or absence of precisely this quality is what
creates or destroys relationships between people. Jesus taught:
Freely you have received, and, therefore, equally freely you are
expected to give (see Matt. 10:8).
One day (see Matt. 18:21, 22) one of the disciples said to
Jesus: "Lord, how many times shall I forgive my brother

A Question of Attitude
It is not the arithmetic that is

flawed; it is the mind-set. Reaching for
a better humanity moves away from
any notion of "an eye for an eye," or of
score-settling, or of "how-many-timeshas-who-done-what-to-whom."
It is somehow easier to judge than
it is to forgive; to point a finger; to
shake the head, even as I sit insecurely perched on the self-made
mountain of my own mistakes. And
the sins I condemn the most in others
are those that echo mine.
Here's a serious comment from the
writings of Ellen G. White:
"He who is unforgiving cuts off the
very channel through which alone he
can receive mercy from God. We
should not think that unless those
who have injured us confess the wrong
we are justified in withholding from
them our forgiveness. It is their part,
no doubt, to humble their hearts by
repentance and confession; but we are
to have a spirit of compassion toward
those who have trespassed against us,
whether or not they confess their
faults. However sorely they may have
wounded us, we are not to cherish our
grievances and sympathize with ourselves over our injuries; but as we hope
to be pardoned for our offenses against
God we are to pardon all who have
done evil to us" (Thoughts From the
Mount of Blessing, pp. 113, 114).
Tall order? Yes, but this is God say-

ing to me, through His inspired servant,
"This is how I want you to live life."
God is in the habit of being very direct.
"Be kind and compassionate to one
another, forgiving each other, just as in
Christ God forgave you" (Eph. 4:32).
Strange Story, Strong Lesson

One of the stories told by Jesus,
recorded in Matthew 18:23-35, particularly drives home the importance of the
point I am making. Here we meet a
high-ranking steward in a king's service
who had built up a huge debt with his
master. The debt was, as far as we can
tell, way beyond his ability to settle. He
was hopelessly sunk, and there was no
way he could redeem himself. And this
is where the story begins.
The debt he owed was so large that
we cannot conceive of it in monetary
terms. "Ten thousand talents." Ten
thousand was the highest figure used in
reckoning, and a talent was the largest
monetary unit. Simply put, the figure
was beyond our grasp. Even so, the servant kids himself; he thinks he can pay
it back, given a bit of time; and that is
all he asks for—time. But his master sees
the hopelessness of his situation, knows
that this irresponsible steward could not
possibly repay the debt he had recklessly
accrued, and so cancels the debt.
But the story does not end there.
We meet a parallel incident with one
or two major differences. The servant
who has just had his debt forgiven
meets a fellow servant who owes him
what, by comparison, is a pittance. He
threatens him, and when he is not able
to repay his debt immediately he has
him cast into prison.

Yes, there was a difference in the
size of the debt. But the greatest difference was in the spirit of master and
servant. When the master gets wind of
this he calls in the servant and says to
him: "You useless, contemptible creature: Didn't I just forgive you a huge
debt because you begged me to?
Shouldn't you have shown some mercy
to one of your colleagues to reflect the
kindness I had extended to you?"
That is God's question to me and you
as we journey out into life. You and I
will surely meet our own version of
this scenario.
We find in this story a message of
warning and judgment. It teaches a lesson that runs through the whole of the
New Testament: To receive forgiveness
from God, I must be willing to forgive.
To be treated with compassion, I must be
willing to be generous to other people.
Divine and Human Forgiveness
Interlocked

Said Jesus in the fifth beatitude:
"Blessed are those who show mercy, for
mercy shall be shown to them." He also
said: "For if you forgive men when they
sin against you, your heavenly Father
will also forgive you" (Matt. 6:14, 15).
But you can only truly forgive
someone who has wronged you if you
have some sense of compassion and a
degree of understanding for that individual. The sentiment is well described
by the psalmist: "The Lord is gracious
and compassionate, slow to anger and
rich in love. The Lord is good to all;
he has compassion on all he has made"
(Ps. 145:8, 9).
Compassion and understanding make
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when he sins against me? Up to seven
times?"
Jesus replied, "I tell you, not seven
times, but seventy-seven times."

for a better humanity. Humanly speaking, they proceed from an acknowledgment that we are frail and frequently at
fault. It stands apart from the continuous traffic between good and evil within
me. What would you rather be governed
by, a clumsy and maybe not-so-gifted
leader who has the capacity to understand and show pity, or an efficient technocrat whose dedication to the letter of
the law—or policy—makes him/her
cold and somewhat brutal?
I say to people accustomed to placing high premium on being "right,"
"There are times when it is better to be
kind than it is to be right."
Compassion and mercy grow out of
some heartfelt understanding for the
other person's misfortune and distress. It
means taking the time and energy to
become involved in the suffering and
misfortune of someone else. Compassion
cannot be entertained at a distance. And
maybe for that very reason understanding and compassion are somewhat rare.
To entertain and express these sentiments you have to allow people to get
close to you—often closer than comfort
wants; and you must allow yourself to be
pulled into their lives. It demands time,
and is often emotionally exhausting. But
it's the best way to live.
Way to Go
As we journey through life we will
meet individuals who may not have
been schooled by the best institutions
and who may not have the right to add
letters after their names, but who have a
special gift in their ability to understand
people. And they find time to make the
effort. They are often on the quiet side,
observant and perceptive. They listen
more than they speak, and you sense
that they have time for you. Sometimes
they will surprise you not by their cleverness, but by the depth of their insight.
They are healers; they understand.
To really be able to understand someone you have to be willing not just to
step into their shoes, but to walk around
in them for a while. I am reminded of
the words of Soren Kierkegaard: "For
the rights of understanding to be valid
one must venture out into life . . . and
not only stand and watch others fighting
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and struggling—only then does understanding acquire its official sanction, for
to stand on one's leg and prove God's
existence is a very different thing from
going on one's knees and thanking
Him" (The Journals of Kierkegaard,
[Harper & Row, 1959], p. 68).
Probably one of the greatest gifts
that any human being can give to
another is to make the effort to understand them. It is so important to know
that you have someone to whom you
can go at any time and know that they

Charity does
not look for
limits; it looks
for opportunities
will not laugh at your dreams, your
hopes, and your failures; and to know
that they will not misuse your confidence; you will not be left feeling
naked. It is good to have someone to
whom you can go and find the tensions of life relax, to find peace. It
requires no lavish surroundings and no
costly entertainment. It just requires a
bit of time and interest.
Now, how does all of this tie in with
the parable with which we began? The
parable was about forgiveness. Forgiveness leads to closeness rather than distance; to understanding rather than
indifference; to healing rather than hurt.
The parable is surrounded by a number of questions: What are the limits
that I can justifiably hold to in relationships with a person who has done me
wrong? "How many times, Lord, do You
reasonably expect me to forgive—my
colleague? my roommate? my son? my
husband? my wife? Lord, knowing the
gravity of what has happened, surely
You do not expect me to go on and on
and on? Where can I reasonably draw
the line? When it is enough?
The questions all have this in common: they think in terms of limits. I
have to be able to draw the line some-
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where. Surely even God does that,
doesn't He?
The answer to this type of thinking
is simply to accept that charity does
not look for limits; it looks for opportunities. Love does not constantly
have a need to qualify itself. How
often should I forgive? The question
itself is wrong. It has nothing to do
with times. It has to do with mind-set.
It has to do with learning to be a better human being.
There is a better humanity to be
reached for, and you can find it. You
just have to care enough to make the
effort. Life becomes so much richer; the
air so much purer and easier to breathe.
That is what God expects of you and
me as His children.
A nun in Mother Teresa's community in Calcutta, no doubt influenced by
that well-known prayer of Saint Francis
of Assisi, penned these words:
"Lord, when I am hungry, send
me someone in need of food;
When I am thirsty, someone who
needs water;
When I am cold, someone who
needs to be warmed;
When I am hurt, someone in need
of healing.
When my cross becomes heavy to
carry, Lord,
send me someone whose cross I
can help to carry;
When I am poor, send me someone
in need;
When I am too busy, someone
who needs a few moments of my
time;
When I have been humbled, send
me someone I can praise; and
When I need to be understood,
send me someone who needs my
understanding."
It is a difficult prayer to live, yes,
but it's worth the effort. ■
* Unless otherwise indicated, Scripture texts
are taken from the New International Version.

Jan Paulsen is president of
the General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists,
Silver Spring, Maryland.

Mark Finley personally
invites you to become an
IT IS WRITTEN
PARTNER by committing
$1,000 or more annually t
reach people GLOBALLY
with the gospel, AND as
our guest, experience a lifechanging PARTNERSHIP
WEEKEND!

PHONE 1-800-479-9056 TODAY!

PLEASE RESERVE A PLACE FOR ME
AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATION—

Fax: 1-805-955-7734 • E-mail: 104100.152@compuserve.com
Mail: It Is Written, Box 0, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

_I September 24-26
ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS
J October 8-10
PORTLAND, OREGON

(Please Print)

J Mr. ❑ Ms.
❑ Mrs. ❑ Dr.

J October 22-24
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Child's Name

J November 12-14
WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

Address

J November 19-21
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
J December 3-5
GATLINBURG, TENNESSEE
J December 10-12
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

Spouse's Name

Name

Age

Age

Child's Name

City

State

Day Phone

E-mail address or FAX#

Zip

FOR YOUR CHILDREN . . .
"Color Me Christian" weekend program theme (ages 3-10) Child care (birth-2)

You, too, can earn a degree
through independent study.
Patrice Cotton Pettis, of Loma Linda, California, graduated from the
Adult Degree Program in January 1999. By studying at home, Patrice earned a
BA in Communications. Mrs. Pettis encourages other women to
pursue their educational dreams.

"For twenty years I dreamed of finishing my college degree. However,
with a busy family and a full-time job, that dream seemed remote.
Think of my excitement when I discovered the Adult Degree Program
at Atlantic Union College. And then imagine the thrill of receiving that
diploma with my name on it. If I can do it, so can you!"

To enroll for the January seminar...

Call now -1(80U) 282-2030
Adult Degree Program
ATLANTIC UNION COLLEGE
P. 0. Box 1000 • SOUTH LANCASTER, MA 01561-1000 • FAX 978-368-2514
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SPECIAL REPORT from

ADVENTIST HEALTH SYSTEM

A Reason for Celebration
By Dick Duerksen, director of spiritual development for Florida Hospital
The purpose of Florida Hospital Celebration
Health is to fight for life. In cases where we are
unable to heal the body, we must always seek to heal
the spirit. Ben Field was one of those cases.
Ben is a young man who experienced a spiritual
homecoming in the final days of his life. He had been
raised an Adventist and attended our schools, but had
somehow wandered into a life that led him to alcoholism. Over the years, the effects of this habit manifested themselves into liver disease.
One day while having an acute attack, his friends
decided to take him to a hospital emergency room.
They pulled into Celebration Health, not realizing that
the Holy Spirit was at work to create a homecoming
for him. The very Church that he had been raised in
had taken the opportunity to build this facility on the
foundation of the Adventist health mission.
When Ben's situation was stabilized, the doctor
gave him the news that he needed to call his parents
because his life was in jeopardy. When Lee Field
received the call from his son, he and his wife, Shirley,
immediately dropped everything to be by his side.
When they arrived, they found a young man still in
denial about his condition. And yet, over the next few
days, he came face to face with the realization that he
was going to die. As the Holy Spirit worked in multiple
ways and people surrounded him with prayer, he was
convinced that a loving Father would still welcome him
to an eternal home. As his earthly parents had come to
his side, so would his heavenly Father.
Ben chose to come back to Christ and back to his
Seventh-day Adventist Church home. In the final days

of his life, his room
became a church and
the hospital a cathedral of care as Ben
began to witness to
his friends about the
importance of Christ
in their lives.
This is the last photo that the
Field family had taken of Ben,
Although the
before
he left home.
doctors were unable
to save Ben's life
from physical death, we thank God that in this place
he was reclaimed for eternal life. The consistent
commitment of parents who would love him no
matter what had teamed with the presence of nurses
who read the 23rd Psalm, caregivers who prayed by
his bedside, and Chaplain Lester Elliott, who walked
together with him down the path of spiritual renewal.
When Chaplain Elliott asked Ben if he was afraid
of death, Ben answered, "No, I am not afraid to die,
but I am fearful of what comes after." Ben, his
parents and Chaplain Elliott spent many hours talking
about God's promise of grace, and soon Ben prayed
for God to apply that grace to his life. Ben died
without fear, comfortable in his rediscovered faith.
Ben's memorial service was held in a packed
Celebration Health chapel. As you might suspect, it
was not a time of sad memories, but a time of
celebrating Ben's decision, a time of inviting dozens
of his friends to join Ben in choosing eternal life with
God.
Read more about Celebration Health on page 2.

Celebration Health
-the hospital of the future
O

wned and operated by Florida Hospital, Celebration
Health is located in the midst of Celebration, the
town Disney has designed as "America's Home Town."
As the health provider for Celebration, Florida Hospital
works closely with Disney and the town of Celebration to
effectively market health to everyone who lives in the
area. This relationship provides a unique opportunity to
share the Adventist philosophy of health and healing with
nearby residents, Disney employees and thousands of
tourists each year.
Celebration Health radically changes the attitude
towards a hospital and its function. For most people, a
hospital symbolizes an anticipated illness, accident or
Celebration Health opened its doors in November 1997,
and
increased its services in 1998 with inpatient and
tragic moment. It is not generally a place that speaks to
emergency
care.
the hope of living healthfully or operates as a supplier of
all the resources of health.
As the innovative community of Celebration
Celebration Health has changed that philosophy by providing
continues to grow and evolve, Florida
people a place that is not just for bodily repair, but is dedicated to
Hospital's Celebration Health is playing a
healing the whole person—body, mind and spirit. Celebration
significant role in positively focusing
residents on the power of wellness and the
Health provides resources for everyone's health needs, moving
importance of health. The Celebration
from a "sickness center" to "a total health center." Celebration
Company commends Florida Hospital for
Health is the hospital of the future built on the heritage of the
delivering on its pledge to work to make
past in a demonstration site where all the world will see the
Celebration one of the healthiest communities in America.
benefits of the Adventist health message.
—Perry
Reader, Vice President and General
The mission of Celebration Health, "The Creation of Health
Manager, The Celebration Company
and Healing," is woven throughout all aspects of the facility. It is
obvious in architecture, the Video Wall, publications, customer
My contact with Celebration Health and thi
service, whole person health programs and all other services.
Adventist philosophy of health and healing
has raised some fundamental questions
In addition, Florida Hospital has teamed with the Florida
relating to my personal calling. I leave here
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists to assign a pastoral team
feeling a deep need to make a difference in
to guide the growth of the Celebration Health spiritual commuthe lives of others.
nity and begin the process of planting a congregation in the area.
—CEO who attended a Partner Conference
The core group of this community currently meets every Friday
You have shown me that you can bring
evening for Bible study, prayer and outreach planning. The group
Christianity into business in a deep
has grown rapidly and will soon divide into several smaller
spiritual way. Thank you.
spiritual growth groups.
—CEO, Fortune 100 Company
Each month, Celebration Health also joins with other comI am thrilled with the spiritual focus you
munity faith groups as co-sponsors of a special community-wide
have developed here at Celebration Health
spiritual activity. These have been very well received, opening
and plan to implement several of your
doors for numerous other service and outreach programs in
ideas in our hospital right away.
Celebration and surrounding communities.
—CEO, Sacred Heart Hospital, South Dakota

General Health System
& the Adventist Connection
By Milton Siepman, Ph.D., CEO ofGeneral Health System

I

n March 1998, Adventist Health System began
managing General Health System, in Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. The announcement that the
Adventists would assume the leadership of a large,
respected, community-based healthcare syStem in
the predominantly Catholic town of Baton Rouge,
created considerable tension and concern among
employees and community leaders.
However, the Adventist connection has had a
positive impact on General Health System. Careful
revision of the organization's mission and values
statements and exposure to the SHARE service
management program has brought a renewed sense
of spirituality into the workplace. Employees have
also been affirmed that each patient and person they
serve should be acknowledged as a child of God and
their role as an employee is viewed and understood '
to be a personal ministry. This has helped change the
attitudes and relationships among the employees.
Prayer with patients and their families is now a
common occurrence throughout the hospital as well
as prayer before meetings and at the beginning of
the work day. A firm commitment has been made
recognizing the system's obligation to meet the
physical, emotional and spiritual needs of patients.
For a community-based organization which has
operated for many years without a religious affiliation, this change is remarkable.
A second dramatic development is the presence
of 35 Adventist volunteer chaplains who provide
pastoral care in the nursing. homes of the system.
This service has been so well received that volunteers from other denominations are now asking to
participate in the program. Training sessions will
soon be scheduled under Adventist leadership.
Ellen White suggests that a major role of the
Adventist hospital is to break down prejudice. The

Farrow Behrens, who has served as a hospital chaplain for over
40 years, helps live out the mission ofGeneral Health System.
presence of Adventists in the leadership of General
Health System has had a powerful outcome. As a
result, the Seventh-day Adventist Church is better
understood and much of the misinformation of the
past has been eliminated. Our employees and the
communities we serve better understand our commonality with most other Christian denominations.
They have a better understanding and respect for
our belief of the Sabbath. They understand our
stance on our dietary convictions and many now
seek more healthful food options in our hospitals'
cafeterias. They have respect for our world-wide
presence and mission in healthcare, education and
disaster relief and for the first time understand the
impact Adventists have made all over the world.
Many have asked for information about the Adventist church and its beliefs. Many have commented
about the work ethic, honesty, sense of fairness and
trustworthiness of our leaders.
Though small, the impact is a positive one. As
the management arrangement continues, the Adventist connection will have even greater impact and
positive influence in Baton Rouge.

Expanding our
mission in Chicago

It began with a

By Crister DelaCruz, marketing specialist
Adventist Health System Midwest Region

By Gary Patterson, D.Min., vice president
of ministries for AHS home health division

hen La Grange Memorial Hospital, located in
the outskirts of Chicago, joined Adventist Health
System in February 1999, one of the goals was to introduce the employees, of this former for-profit hospital, to
the mission and culture of an Adventist organization.
"It was our objective to introduce our new employees
to the unique attributes and culture of Adventist Health
System in such a way that they would understand what
we are about—void of misinterpretation and hearsay," said
Ernie Sadau, president/CEO of the AHS Midwest Region.
"We wanted to communicate to our employees in
a sincere manner so that they would have a clear understanding of the core principles and values of Adventist
Health System," said Todd Werner, regional senior vice
president and senior executive officer of La Grange
Memorial Hospital. "We have since discovered that
there has been an overwhelmingly positive response
and an enthusiastic curiosity."
In addition, a sense of pride has spread among the
employees as they have learned of the rich history of
Adventist healthcare, which originated in Battle Creek,
Michigan under the guidance of Ellen White and the
Kellogg brothers.
Though its story doesn't go as far back in the history
books, La Grange Memorial Hospital is deeply rooted in
community pride, support and tradition. The hospital was
built in the 1950s on land given by community members
as a dedication to local war veterans. In the early 1990s,
La Grange Memorial was bought by Columbia/HCA, a
for-profit healthcare system, after which many community residents and employees felt a straying away from
the hospital's original foundation. However, since its
recent acquisition with Adventist Health System, La
Grange has returned to its roots as a hospital dedicated to
reaching out to better meet the needs of the community.
"Community members now know that when they
come through our doors, they are going to be taken care
of by individuals who are dedicated to providing whole
person care," said Werner.

W

Housecall

I

n August 1998, Sunbelt Home Health Care, Inc.,
the home health division of Adventist Health
System, acquired a leading home health company,
Housecall Medical Resources, Inc. With this addition, Adventist Health System is now one of the
top five home health care companies in the nation
with representation in 21 states.
"This gives us a wonderful opportunity to further advance the Adventist healthcare mission and
enables us to reach out to millions of patients every
year with the healing ministry of Christ," said
LaDonna Blom-Antonio, president of AHS' home
health division.
As a large public corporation with no prior
affiliation to the Adventist Church, it was exciting
to see the eagerness and joy with which the staff
of Housecall embraced the new mission statement.
Typical of this response was the comment of one
Housecall employee who stated, "I have been
praying for an opportunity to work in such a setting
for years, and now my company has become part
of such an organization."
Since its acquisition, chaplains are being
placed throughout Housecall agencies. This
initiative began at the home health agency in
Knoxville, Tennessee, where it was enthusiastically received by both staff and patients. One
patient who had changed home health provider
companies several times was visited by our
chaplain shortly after joining the Housecall patient
list. Following the visit he stated, "I will never
change home health companies again. I have
finally found one that meets all of my needs."
Such added dimensions to service do indeed
affect the financial bottom line—a very important
and indispensable factor. But, the real bottom line
is something even greater, the mission of Adventist
Health System to bless those in need and bring
healing not only to the body, but to the spirit as well.

Editor Kimbetly Can; Communications Coordinator Adventist HealM System, 111 North Orlando Avenue, Winter Park,, Ronda 32789;407-647-4400
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LOMA LINDA REPORT

Les T. Yonemoto, MD, assistant professor of radiation medicine, Loma Linda University School of Medicine, prepares to treat a
patient for macular degeneration with proton therapy.

New proton therapy study shows promise in
treating age-related macular degeneration
A new clinical trial at Loma Linda
University Medical Center Proton
Treatment Center of more than 50 patients
with the wet type of age-related macular
degeneration (ARMD) demonstrated control of the disease 18 months after being
treated with proton therapy.
Analysis of the first 50 patients showed
lesion control in 89 percent of the group,
including lesions that could not be lasertreated because of size or location. Visual
Information for this section is supplied by the
Loma Linda University Medical Center
office of public affairs.

acuity improved or remained stable in 65
percent of patients 18 months following
proton treatment. On average, loss of vision
was zero lines on the eye chart at two years,
compared to a national study that found
a loss of four lines with no treatment, and a
loss of three lines immediately following the
standard laser photocoagulation treatment.
The LLUMC finding is a promising step
forward to those individuals who suffer from
the wet form of macular degeneration.
Since 1994, the Medical Center has treated more than 125 patients with proton therapy for ARMD. For many years, proton
therapy has been very effective in treating

"FULFILLING THE VISION"

other blood vessel malformations and ocular
melanoma (a tumor behind the eye). Nearly
3.4 million persons in the United States,
mostly 65 or older, suffer from the disease.
With an aging American population, the
number of ARMD cases is expected to rise
dramatically during the next 15 to 20 years.
The disease appears in two forms—wet
and dry. The 10 to 15 percent of patients
with wet macular degeneration account for
nearly 90 percent of the legal blindness associated with the disease, according to studies
conducted by the National Eye Institute in
Washington, D.C.
Please turn to next page

"FULFILLING THE VISION"
Abnormal blood vessels form at the back
of the eye, leaking fluid that distorts central
vision and forming lesions or dense scar tissue on the macula, causing severe and rapid
vision loss.
The macula is a small area in the central
portion of the retina that is responsible for
sight in the center of the field of vision. It
allows a person to see fine details straight
ahead and to perform tasks such as driving,
reading, and recognizing faces. Before the
use of protons, treatment was limited to laser
therapy, but lasers are only marginally effective and can be used on just a small percentage of those afflicted with the disease.
"Protons have been used in medicine for
nearly 40 years. Protons have long been considered a standard of care in treating ocular
melanoma and other blood vessel malformations," says Jerry D. Slater, MD, vice chair,
department of radiation medicine at Loma
Linda University Medical Center.
"With protons, there are no side effects
or anything else you normally think of in
radiation therapy," says Dr. Slater. "There is
no pain associated with this treatment.
There is no nausea or diarrhea that often is
associated with standard radiation treatment.
You go about your normal day's activity. The
treatment takes about 10 minutes. Our aim
at the Proton Treatment Center is to preserve and stabilize vision as good as it can be
for as long as possible."
The current standard treatment for the
wet type of macular degeneration, laser
therapy, stops the bleeding by sealing off
blood vessels, but cannot fix any part of the
macula that is damaged or restore lost vision.
It is only marginally effective. Laser treatment is not recommended for most patients
suffering from "wet" macular degeneration
because it requires relatively small, welldefined lesions and tends to destroy surrounding healthy tissue along with the
damaged area.
Conversely, proton therapy, which also
seals the blood vessels, can be used on anyone with the condition and has not been
found to injure healthy tissue.
Since it opened in 1990, physicians at
Loma Linda's Proton Treatment Center
have treated more than 4,200 patients with
proton therapy. Loma Linda's continuing
study of protons in treating macular degeneration will determine if it is feasible to start
increasing the radiation dosage. The primary

advantage of protons is the precision and
control of the proton beam, providing minimal or no damage to surrounding eye tissue.
Clinical data supporting these conclusions have been presented in several scien-

tific forums—both in the United States and
Europe—including the American Society of
Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology
Annual Conference, and the International
Conference of Radiation Oncology.

Proton invitational proceeds top $1 3 million
After nine years and nine tournaments, proceeds from the Loma Linda University
Medical Center Proton Charity Invitationals have exceeded $1.3 million.
These proceeds are held in the Loma Linda University Medical Center Ken Venturi
Proton Therapy Cancer Research Endowment. This fund holds all proceeds from past
Invitationals, as well as individual and corporate contributions.
All proceeds from the Invitational support cancer research that impacts patient treatments with proton radiation therapy. Medical Center investigators are also researching
non-cancer applications for proton therapy.
"This is a major and significant milestone toward cancer research," says James M.
Slater, MD, FACR, chair, department of radiation medicine. "We appreciate Ken
Venturi's generous and consistent dedication to Loma Linda and to proton therapy and
cancer research. Unfortunately, Ken was unable to be with us this year due to an invitation to speak at the funeral of his
close friend, Gene Sarazen, one of
the immortals of golf. Mr. Sarazen
was one of only four golfers to win all
four Grand Slam golf titles during his
lifetime.
Once again, the Loma Linda
University Medical Center Proton
Charity Invitational—held on
Monday, May 17, 1999—was sold
out. It drew 128 players to The Club
at Morningside in Rancho Mirage,
California.
The net proceeds from this
year's Invitational were approximately $150,000. This included the
$450 per player registration fees, corporate sponsorships, and private
contributions.
Dr. Slater thanks participants for makOn Sunday, the major sponsors ing possible the $1.3 million endowment
were once again invited to participate for proton research at Loma Linda
in a sponsors' recognition tournament University Medical Center.
which serves as a warm-up to the
Proton Charity Invitational. More than 100 sponsors participated.
The sponsors' recognition tournament was again held at Marriott's Rancho Las
Palmas Resort and Country Club in Rancho Mirage.
The Invitational continues to be held at The Club at Morningside, the first Jack
Nicklaus "signature" course in the desert. It is known for its reputation as being one of
the elite courses in the desert.
The Club at Morningside is a private country club which only hosts two charity tournaments every year. The Loma Linda University Proton Charity Invitational is fortunate to be one of the two.
"Every year, Mr. Vem Fraser, the club's golf professional, and his staff ensure that
the event runs smoothly," says Dr. Slater. "We are grateful for their hospitality and continued support of Loma Linda."

BONNIE WALKER

Going Home
the one; 1* thought. Just then he looked back in the pen
rincess looked around the wire enclosure of the animal
and noticed Princess sitting still, her shiny black eyes watchshelter where she had been taken. With so many dogs
ing him. Somehow Jason knew that Princess was the puppy
in the shelter, the place smelled bad. Some of the dogs
he had come for.
barked all the time. Some dogs snarled at the others. Some
Princess wasn't afraid of Jason. She seemed to know he
crouched hopelessly in a corner.
would love her, and that he had come to take her home. She
Princess was a 7-month-old black-and-white Border colcrowded close to Jason, and lifting her head proudly, she
lie pup. Until being taken to the SPCA (Society for the
walked carefully across the parking lot as they headed for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) shelter, she had never
car. Her body quivered with excitement. She was going home.
been out of the backyard of the place where she had been
Just as Princess was waiting, we too are waiting for Jesus
raised. To make matters \\ arse, her owners had never had
to come to take us home. He has everything ready for us,
much time for her. Now she was very frightened.
too. He has been planning for this special trip for a long
The SPCA operates a shelter for homeless animals, and
time. What an exciting time when we will go home at last.
the people who work there love animals. Even though the
caretakers were gentle and took
"ME NMI NOR 11111M
MEI
lin NMI I!
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good care of all of them, the animals still seemed to know that
this was not their home.
Each morning Princess woke,
On Tuesday (or whatever day you like), invite your family to worship God
daintily ate her food and drank
together.
her water, and then sat looking
out through the wire. Someday
lir Ask an adult at your family worship to tell a story about a time
someone would come and take
when they were away from home and suddenly had a chance to go home.
her home.
How
long did it take to get ready? How did they feel?
Late one afternoon Jason and
lir Ask if anyone has ever had a dream about going home to heaven.
his mother arrived at the SPCA.
They wanted to adopt a dog.
Ar- Look around your house for some magazines that you can cut picJason had spent a lot of time gettures out of. Set your timer for 10 minutes to give everyone time to find
ting ready for his new pet. He had
and cut out a picture that would show what "going home" means. Write
a bed, a dish, and a tiOY all ready.
"Going Home" on top of the picture, and then show your picture to the
.
How excited Jason was!
A helpful woman showed Jason
others at your worship.
and his mother to the kennels.
lir Read 1 Thessalonians 4:13-18, letting everyone at your worship
There were big dogs lunging at
who
can read have a turn at reading at least one verse.
the wire fence and smaller ones
lir Sing a song about heaven. Need some ideas? Look in The
jumping up and down, begging to
get out. A handsome young
Seventh-day Adventist Hymnal ("Jesus Is Coming Again," No. 213, or
German shepherd jumped at the
"When He Cometh," No. 218).
fence. "Look at me, look at me,"
lir Be sure to thank Jesus for making a home for us where we can live
he seemed to bark.
ilieswith Him forever, and where we will all be safe and happy.
Jason spoke to the German
shepherd pup. No, this was not

p

Family Time
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CRISIS
CONTROL
Four ways to manage heated discussions

BY REX D. EDWARDS

"What causes fights and quarrels among you?" (James 4:1,
NIV). Do you think they just happen? Think again. They come
about because you want your own way, and fight for it deep
inside yourselves" (verse 1, Message).

HE CHOIR DIRECTOR IS FIRED. HALF OF

1

the ensemble vote with their feet out of sympathy for their ejected leader.
A board member refuses to serve because she is
in disagreement with the chair leadership style.
The youth confront the deacons concerning the need for
more money for Pathfinder activities.
A pastor is put on administrative leave. A group of protesters defect and meet for separate services.
The church board becomes deadlocked over whether or
not to endorse a more contemporary worship style.
One crisis after another. The church is called to prayer,
but the cumulative effects of friction in the church produce
a sense of foreboding. Confidence and trust disappears and a
shrinking membership is a real possibility.
Can such congregations be hopeful? I believe they can.
What It Means to Be the Church

First, at some level these people have to believe that their
system, their way of being the church, is a sound and faithful
one; that there is a message in their method that, under the
guidance of the Holy Spirit, people can be trusted to be fair,
gracious, honest, and faithful.
The second reason congregations in crisis can have
hope is their lifelong trust that Jesus meant what He
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said about the church's durability. There are other forces
at work here besides committees and groups. Church
members have to remember who they are—Christians
willing to trust one another because they trust the Lord
of the church. They need a gift of grace, a glimpse of
what the word "church" can mean and how people, in
Christ, can differ profoundly and still respect, trust, and
even love one another.
But words come easily; the behavioral realities are hard.
Respect, trust, and love translate, first of all, into listening to
one another. It's futile to tell people that their feelings are
inappropriate. All you can do with feelings is have them. It
is not only futile but presumptuous to tell someone they
have no reason to be angry when they are angry.
At the same time, people need to be reminded that anger
is a highly contagious emotion. It rouses anger in the hearers, which intensifies opposition and makes it more unreasonable. We do not persuade people by fighting with them,
but by talking with them. A tug-of-war makes the opposition dig in more deeply. We get people to understand our
position by trying to understand theirs: "I know how you feel
. .." "I can see why you say that . . ." etc.
There are those who say that to suppress anger is unhealthful and dishonest. To show anger with a person, it is
argued, is a sign of openness and trust, a demonstration that
makes possible a constructive resolution to the conflict and
puts the relationship on a higher level. But I have never
shown heat or irritation when I was not sorry afterward.
People may forgive it, but to forgive is not to forget; the
damage to the relationship remains. I know that repression

can build up pressure—"There is no
one as dangerous as an enraged
Quaker"—but the anger can be displaced by a better emotion, such as
sympathy and concern.
Exploding in
anger does not
clear the air; it
poisons it. Bad
temper is not
the mark of a
strong and free
personality, it
really reveals
immaturity.

that contending individuals have
every opportunity to be heard, publicly and privately.
John Greenleaf Whittier, in a desire
to be heard by his angry New England

Dealing With
Crises

PHO TOC PHOTO DISO( DIGI TA LLYMO D IF IED )

So when a
crisis erupts in a
congregation,
what strategies
are necessary in
order to reach
reconciliation?
1. Acknowledge the conflict.
When people
feel deeply
enough about
an issue and
begin to become angry, the
least helpful
thing one can
do is appear not
to take the conflict seriously or,
worse yet, convey the sense
that those who
are feeling angry have no reason or
right to do so.
In the middle of a heated conflict, it
may be a good idea for everyone to
acknowledge the depth of feelings and
therefore the integrity of the individuals
involved; to call a conference between
the principals, not to resolve the conflict but simply to acknowledge it.
2. Listen actively and aggressively.
I'm convinced that the most devastating bureaucratic behavior is not to
listen, to be too busy, too preoccupied, to hear. We can model a way of
active listening by making certain

neighbors, put his dissent in a poem
that began:
"0 Friends! with whom my feet
have trod
The quiet aisles of prayer,
Glad witness to your zeal for God
And love of man I bear.
"I trace your lines of argument;
Your logic linked and strong
I weigh as one who dreads dissent,
And fears a doubt as wrong."
Then Whittier went on to a ringing and beautiful statement of his convictions. He just wanted someone to

listen. We can telephone the contending persons and say something as simple as "I know you feel deeply about
this. I want to make sure I know
exactly what your thinking is."
When we listen to the
anger, frustration, and passion, remember
that beneath all
that is a deep
love for the
church and an
intention to be
faithful.
Listening to
brothers and
sisters is an
expression of
the inclusive
love we believe
is of God. And
when people
who feel
excluded are
included, they
begin to trust
again.
3. Allow for
"inclusive conversation."
When committees and boards
must deal with
difficult issues,
several dynamics always happen: a few individuals do a lot
of talking while
the rest listen, wishing later that they
had expressed themselves. An "inclusive conversation" is a device by which
each member of the body is encouraged
and given the opportunity to express his
or her opinion about the issue at hand.
The chair can say something like:
"We're obviously divided on this issue,
yet it's quite important that we hear one
another before we vote. So I'm going to
ask everyone to say where he or she
stands on the matter while the rest of us
listen carefully. We'll challenge one
another, argue, and discuss later. For
now, it's important that each of us
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Staying in Stride
As a young farmboy in north central Ohio, I remember going with my
father to watch harness racing at the
county fair. Dad taught me the evils
of gambling but also the joy of seeing well-bred horses run. These were
trotting horses. Each horse pulled a
sulky in which the driver was seated.
As the horses ran, their heads
seemed to float around the track. On
the far side of the oval they presented
a beautiful picture of unity and purpose. I knew they were competing for
the prize, but it was an unforgettable
image of a group heading for the
same goal.
Sometimes a horse would break
stride. When that happened, the
horse's head reared up. The unity
was clearly broken, and the scene
was marred. When one horse broke
stride, those near would often follow
the lead. The scene of tranquil unity
changed to chaos. Often there would
be a wreck with injury to the horses
and drivers. In a similar way the unity
of the church is marred when individual members break stride with God
and fellow members. Their rebellion
usually causes others to follow.
Chaos can result.
It is comforting to know that a
horse that has broken stride, if it
submits to the direction of the driver,
can regain stride. It is even possible
for the restored horse to win the
race. That should be an encouragement to us all.
Taken from The Big Idea of Biblical
Preaching, Keith Willhite and Scott
M. Gibson, editors.

speak, and that the rest of us listen."
It requires patience, discipline, and
time, but an "inclusive conversation"
prior to voting on a divisive issue will
help the group make a decision that represents the will of the majority and, more
important, a decision that has at least the
possibility of unanimous support.
4. Humor. It is difficult to summon
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humor on demand. But it is not difficult
to use humorous elements to articulate
our common human experiences of
stress, worry, fear, anger, hope. Sometimes a simple human story conveys
that, and laughter blesses everyone who
understands, for a moment, the common
human ground upon which we all stand.
Humor can soften the worst vicissitudes. The Norwegian poet Bjornson
said the event in his life he remembered with the most pleasure was the
time a mob of pseudopatriots stormed
his house. They were angered by
remarks he made in the parliament
that they considered disloyal. When
they had broken the windows, they
marched off down the street singing
the Norwegian national anthem.
Bjornson said he sat amid the broken
glass and roared with laughter, because
he had written the anthem they were

singing so self-righteously.
When each voice has been heard,
understanding fostered, and hopefully
the issue resolved, sing the doxology.
And maybe the whole church can
learn from it about listening and
laughing and singing our way through
the difficult issues facing all of us in
the days ahead.
A church grows during its crises.
We don't seek controversy because
it can be beneficial, any more than
we seek sorrow for that reason, but
if a church can hold together in
love, it does its best learning during
disagreements. ■
Rex D. Edwards is an associate vice president and director of Religious Studies at
Griggs University.

Are You the Problem?
BY DON WOOD, Associate Instructor, School of Journalism, Indiana
University, Bloomington, Indiana
Often articles are written about problem people in our churches, but the
assumption, generally, is that someone else is the troublemaker. Problems
inevitably arise in churches, some serious enough to tear them apart. The root of
most church problems is difficult relationships between individuals or factions
within congregations. The poor relationships are often caused by self-centeredness, inner turmoil, faulty beliefs, and/or personal fears. It may be time to stop
peering over our shoulders and start staring in our mirrors.
You may be the church's problem if:
■ You cannot be a happy servant of God without having an office or title.
■ The offices you hold become "your" offices.
■ You fear involvement in leadership by people of other ethnic groups or races.
■ Differences in education level are viewed as potential threats to the church
order.
■ Being on the church board is the ultimate recognition of your significance
among the members.
■ You avoid all involvement except administrative meetings.
■ You see prayer meeting as a waste of time.
■ You spread damaging information or falsehoods about fellow members for
the purpose of hurting their influence and neutralizing their effectiveness.
■ You actively listen to gossip or complaints about members, and never try to
get the other sides of the stories.
■ Service, to you, is only administrative, rarely evangelistic or supportive
through personal effort.
If the enemy is you, then you need spiritual help. God is able to help you overcome the fear that causes you to be divisive and hurtful. Let Him take control of
your life, and let Him lead His church His way.
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GLOBAL MISSION: REACHING THE UNREACHED WITH HOPE

Hope for Borneo
ndonesia, the largest Muslim-populated country in the world, provides a huge Global Mission challenge. Its more than 200 million
people crowd into nearly 14,000 islands that spread between the
Indian and Pacific oceans, providing stepping-stones between continental Asia and Australia. Although the vast majority of Indonesians
profess Islam, many still believe in the spirit world and mingle ancestor
worship with Islam or Christianity.
Adventist work began in this densely populated country nearly 100
years ago. Today the challenges are greater than ever, but Global
Mission is making the unreached people of Indonesia a high priority,
and Global Mission pioneers are touching lives with God's love.
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OLD MEN SHALL DREAM
DREAMS: The supernatural
is almost a daily part of life
for people in Borneo. In
Kalimantan (the Indonesian
side of the island), a crippled man lay sleeping. In
his dreams Layna (inset)
saw an envelope coming
down from heaven. He
reached out and opened it.
He read the message: You
must remember the seventh-day Sabbath." The following week he and his
family began keeping the
Sabbath. Last year a young
Global Mission pioneer,
Koneng. his wife. Sintak.
and two children (pictured)
arrived in Layna's village—
Lalang Ledo. He soon
began visiting with Layna and others. Fifteen people have now been baptized,
and 10 more, including Layna, are ready to be. In the next village four families
have requested Bible studies.

FROM HEADHUNTER TO GOD LOVER: Global Mission
pioneer Daniel has recently established a new group of
believers in Apong, Kalimantan. Daniel is a Dayak—an
indigenous native of Borneo—and was involved in tribal
warfare in which he beheaded his enemies. In recent
years the Dayaks have captured international attention
for ferocious warfare and cannibalism. Today Daniel
loves rather than hates. As a result of his work in
Apong, already eight people have been baptized and 20

FOR MORE INFORMATION

more are preparing for baptism. (Daniel is using a

To receive Global Mission newsletters or join the Global Mission
Prayer Ministry, simply call 1-800-648-5824.

Picture Roll recently produced and funded by the
Adventist-Laymen's Services and Industries [AS1].)
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Special Supplement - Native Evangelism Initiative

Baptisms and a Tornado
During the last week of May the annual Dakota Conference Native/
Pine Ridge camp meeting drew full capacity.
After the Sabbath sermon 16 people asked for Bible study and baptism. A week earlier five others had asked for baptism after finishing
Discover Bible School lessons. Over 100 families enrolled in lessons when
the school started the first of May. These baptisms are in addition to those
who asked to be baptized from meetings that just ended in Martin, South
Dakota, the new Native congregation 25 miles from Pine Ridge.
The following weekend a tornado hit Oglala and Pine Ridge, displacing hundreds of families. The Adventist Center, untouched by the week of
violent storms, filled with families who felt that the Creator is blessing the
Tornado damage
Adventists. Hundreds of families were helped, the local director for Native
ADRA, Darlene Two Bulls Custer, was added to FEMA committees, and
the tribal leaders have expressed appreciation for the outpouring of love by Adventist members.

"Walks With Good News"
After the camp meeting, local elders of the Lakota Nation announced the
official adoption of Robert Burnette, director of the Native Evangelism Initiative, a first by the Nation. With approval from the adopting family and tribal
council, he was given the new Lakota name, "Wo' Ta In Wast'e Yu Ha Mani,"
meaning "Walks With Good News." Asked if the people would share the good
news, the gospel of Christ, with all seven nations of the Sioux people, the
people and Two Bulls family said Yes. Children attended camp and families are
signing up for Bible lessons to share the good news.
"Walks With Good News"
The Dakota Conference has had people from several American Indian
nations request that Adventists bring their message of hope on to the nations.
Native Evangelism Initiative workers are currently trained in the Black Hills. A team from the Gulf
States Conference did a very successful Vacation Bible School (VBS) program at Pine Ridge.
Praise the Lord for His mercy and outpouring of His Spirit on the Native Evangelism Initiative.

Oklahoma Conference a Center for Native Youth Work
Native youth from all over North America came to Oklahoma for the Seventh-day Adventist Native Youth Congress.
The young people attended seminars on handling peer
pressure, understanding how to use their Bibles in daily life
tvoNt:4
t North
szrn
voenriAmotic01'•'."7,5ts
tchoo
(Bible marking classes), how to share their faith, and much
,ovvol
u ivirongress
more. Musical guest James Rainwater taught the youth to
"itirr"..•
make flutes. Ron Nelson and his family from British Columbia
gave a concert. Jose Rojas and Manuel Vasquez were Sabbath
speakers. The youth were invited to march in the Red Earth
Native youth marched in the Red Earth Parade.
Parade, the largest parade in Oklahoma City. They did more
than march. The youth helped tornado victims in the area and distributed over 7,000 pairs of shoes to
needy families. When the grand stand introduced them as Adventist Native youth helping Oklahoma,
the city crowd gave them the largest cheer of the parade. After the parade the Department of Education
for the State of Oklahoma asked if the Adventist Native youth could be the sole source of young people
..•.slanr•••• •

Special Supplement

to represent the state at a national conference on Native education this fall.
The Oklahoma Conference is planting a new church in Wawoka near the site
where the youth congress took place. The new community is asking for an Adventist
school because over 30 native youth are in a new Pathfinder program and more
adults are interested in Bible study.

Native 1ivansii.4igin Initiative

Good News Spreads
VBS programs in the Oklahoma, Texico, Dakota, and Hawaii conferences have
generated new interests for Bible study. Please pray with us as the harvest for our
Savior continues.
Evangelistic meetings are being held in
New Mexico, New York, Monument Valley,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Dakota,
northern and southern California, and
southern New England. Please remember
these locations and efforts in your daily
prayers.
In the spring of 2000 seven unions will
have over 15 evangelistic meetings in Native
lands. We are praying for the involvement of
Pray for the spreading of the Good News.
over 600 Adventist churches in this event.

How You Can "Walk With Good News"
The North American Division would like to know how many church members
are America Indian. If you are American Indian, even in part blood,
please be watching for information in your local church. If you
would like to help with Native evangelism, whether you are
Native or not, please call your local conference office and
register your interest with the office of the president.
Thank you for your prayers and support. God is
blessing in abundant ways. Please continue to pray. In
the coming months this work will begin to explode
in harvest because of plans prepared in the past.
Consider being a part of this important effort
and get your church involved soon.

The North American Division recently authorized
Robert Burnette, director of the Native Evangelism Initiative
Burnette FamilY
and director of ADRA NAD Native Programs, to move to
Louisville, Kentucky. Pictured with him is his family. Sheila Burnette
has accepted the position of principal at Louisville Junior Academy. Shannon is a
senior education major at Southern Adventist University. The Native Evangelism
Initiative will remain based in Silver Spring, Maryland, at the world headquarters
building for the Seventh-day Adventist Church. The director's move will cut overhead
expenses for the ministry and allow him to cut travel time by living at the crossroads of
four unions where evangelism is expanding rapidly.

Native Evangelism Initiative
12501 Old Columbia Pike
Silver Spring, MD 20904-6600
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Adventist Review Celebrates
150 Years
BY STEPHANIE SWILLEY, WHO WAS A MARKI. I INo INTERN I OR THE .ADVENTIS T REVIEW
WHEN SHE WROTE THIS ARTICLE.

T

his past July the Adventist
Review celebrated 150
years since its beginning
as a "little paper" in July
1849.
Ellen White told her husband,
James, the first editor, that the
Adventist Review would start small and
grow to "be like streams of light that
went clear round the world." That
mission theme was conveyed throughout the 150th anniversary festivities.
The first of two anniversary receptions took place at the General
Conference headquarters in Silver
Spring, Maryland, on July 28. Former
editors and writers, area pastors, and
GC workers joined the editorial staff
to celebrate the past 150 years.
"I took my camera because I wanted

to get my picture with Kenneth Wood
(editor, 1966-1982) and Bill Johnsson
(editor, 1982-present)," said Jocelyn
Fay, former managing editor. "It was
fun to see people that I knew and
worked with at the General
Conference."
The 64-page 150th anniversary
issue was unveiled at the reception.
The special issue focuses on how the
four principles of the magazine—spirituality, message and mission, diversity,
and reader interaction—have shaped
the Review over the years.
The topics are explored in four
meditations by four contemporary
authors and by looking at four selected
years in the Review's history-1855,
1897, 1944, and 1995.
Included within is a special heritage
poster that readers can
pull out and keep. The
issue can be purchased at
any Adventist Book
Center or can be ordered
for $4.95, including shipping and handling, by
calling toll-free 1-800456-3991.
The first Stream of Light
Award was also presented
to Lois Peters, a Maryland
resident, for her humanitarian contributions.
"I am just so honored.
It makes me realize how
good God is," said Peters.
"I hope this will stimulate
us even more to continue
the philosophy to bless
everyone we come in
A SHINING LIGHT: Lois Peters received the first Adventist
contact
with."
Reviv. Stream of Light Award for her commitment to
The award recognizes
serving others. "Any door the Lord opens for me, I'll walk
someone who exemplifies
through it," she said.
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the magazine's strong emphasis on local
and international missionary work.
Peters' name stood out from a long list
of candidates as someone who has dedicated her life to helping others.
From her humble beginnings in
Jamaica, Peters came to the United
States and earned an associate degree
in nursing from Atlantic Union
College. Armed with this degree, she
started Peters' Pediatric Nursing Team
in her own home with just one patient.
It didn't take long for God to bless
her ministry. First-year revenues
passed $1 million, and only when she
sold the 700-employee company did
she learn that it had become the
largest pediatric home health care
company in the country.
She identifies God as the secret to
her success, saying, "Any door the Lord
opens for me, I'll walk through it."
Whether she's traveling to Rwanda
to share her pediatric expertise or providing beds for 100 traveling school
kids, her positive attitude and giving
spirit act like a stream of light to all
around her.
As former General Conference
president Neal Wilson puts it, she's a
woman with a big heart. Bill Johnsson
agrees, saying, "Lois is a superb choice.
She embodies all that we had in mind
for this award. She has compassion and
interest in others. She has great energy
and the ability to translate ideas into
action."
Each guest received a scented candle with the "Streams of Light Around
the World" message written on it, and
guests could have their pictures taken
next to life-size cutouts of both first
Review editor James White and current
editor William G. Johnsson.

WORLD

Adventist Review also awarded a
total of $1,000 to four writing contest
winners. The editors had challenged
GC employees to delve into their
Adventist heritage and find interesting
stories in their family history or write
an inspiring devotional piece. Look for
the winning entries in future Review
issues.
And as a grand finale, Johnsson and
previous editor Kenneth Wood combined lung power to blow out 150
anniversary candles.
Local television and print media
covered the event, and many greetings
came from local government and religious leaders honoring this occasion,
including U.S. senator Paul Sarbanes
of Maryland.
"This is indeed an important milestone, not only for the magazine, but
also for the progress and growth of the
Seventh-day Adventists," noted
Sarbanes. "Maintaining institutions is
no small task, but perpetuating a magazine of such quality and depth is a
tribute to you and your predecessors
and to the high standards adhered to
by the Adventists."
On July 29 the celebrations continued, this time at the Review and
Herald Publishing Association in
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LIKE STREAMS OF LIGHT: From its beginning as a "little paper" in 1849, the Adventist
Review's mission has been to be like a "stream of light" around the world. This July the
Review's staff celebrated 150 years.

Hagerstown. The magazine has been
published by the Review and Herald
since 1855.
More cake was cut and punch
served for the 260 publishing house
employees. The team of designers and
desktop technicians, including Bill
Tymeson, Stephanie Kaping, Reger

.

A HUFF AND A PUFF: Editors William G. Johnsson (present) and Kenneth Wood (19661982) combine lung power to blow out 150 anniversary candles.

Smith, Jr., and Bill Kirstein, who lay
out the magazine each week work out
of Hagerstown.
Ted Wilson, president of the
Review and Herald, said he's proud of
the Review's 150-year history. "It tells
me we have a long heritage and it's
guided by something other than a
human endeavor. It obviously has a
mission."
Adventist Review has brought
thousands of reader-inspiring and
interesting stories over the past 150
years, but the story of its beginning is
truly one of God's leading and guidance. To a penniless preacher came
the word of God that he must "print
a little paper." James White listened,
and in July 1849 came the first issue,
called Present Truth.
"We look back with a good degree
of pleasure to the month of July 1849,
when we published the first number
of the little paper called Present
Truth," White said. "We sat down to
prepare the matter for that little
sheet, and wrote every word of it, . . .
Destitute of means, our hope of success was in God" (Review and Herald,
June 17, 1880).
Readers responded by sending in
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INTERNS AT WORK: Summer interns Jennifer Barizo (right) and Stephanie Swilley pose
with the life-size cardboard versions of first Review editor James White and current edi-

PHOTO BYCAR LOSMEDLEY

tor William G. Johnsson.

money for printing, and soon the
church paper, now called Adventist
Review, settled into a weekly cycle that
continued unbroken as 10 editors
helmed the magazine through world
wars and depressions.
The Review continues to look for
new ways to spread its message. Taking
advantage of the World Wide Web,
the magazine will launch its Online
Edition this fall. And their newest
plan? To put the Review in the home of
every newly baptized member.
"Many of our subscribers have partnered with us to offer encouragement to
new Adventists, to help them know
Jesus and His love, and have a closer
connection with the church," said
Charlotte McClure, associate publisher.
The New Believers Plan was started this
year, in cooperation with local conferences. More than $100,000 has already
been donated by Review readers, and
more than 11,000 new subscriptions
have been started. "These generous people have donated $25, or often much
more, toward one-year subscriptions for
recently baptized members," she added.
In an effort to attract new subscribers, the magazine has cut subscrip-
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tion prices for new subscribers to the
lowest in its 150-year history (all prices
are converted to 1999 dollar value).
"During this anniversary year, we've
slashed the price of a one-year subscription to just $19.99 for anyone

who has never subscribed or has not
been a subscriber for the past 12
months," McClure said. "And this is a
great year to subscribe, because next
year, along with the 40 weekly issues,
subscribers will get six extra issues
from the General Conference session
in July 2000."
The magazine has fulfilled Ellen
White's prediction to be like streams of
light around the world. What started
with 1,000 copies of an eight-page
paper has grown to more than 750,000
copies each month in 121 countries.
Already the World Edition of the
Review appears in English or other languages in seven out of the 12 divisions
of the world church, with an eighth
inquiring about the possibility.
"I expect this trend to continue.
The Review has become recognized as
one the chief agencies to hold
Adventists together," said Johnsson.
The Review has a unique place in
church history, according to
Johnsson. "The story of the Review is
the story of the church, with the
Review very often the leading edge of
the church. I am amazed and grateful
to the Lord for His leading during
these 150 years."

You know Adventist higher
education is worth it.
(Now you can afford it.)
As you and your family decides which Adventist university or college is right for you, you may find
that you don't always qualify for the aid you need to make the important investment in Adventist
higher education. 9r If that's true for you, you might want to know more about Canadian
University College, your Seventh-day Adventist higher education option in Canada. Because of
exchange rates, you might enjoy discovering that a full year of tuition, room and hoard at CUC costs
approximately $8,500 in U.S. funds. Additionally, CUC is recognized by the U.S. government as an
approved foreign institution, which means that students who qualify can take some U.S. government
loans to help pay for their education while studying at CUC. 5 While you may compromise on costs
at CUC, you'll want to know that there is no compromise in quality in our more than 20 accredited
academic degree programs, including a pre-med program that has twice the national average in
medical school acceptance rates, an NCATE-certified educaton program and the only outdoor
education/adventure-based counseling/youth leadership academic degree programs in the SDA
church. 7 To. find out more about how CUC might change your future, contact us.

CANADIAN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
(Affordable) Excellence in Seventh-day Adventist Education
1 800/661.8129 • http://cauc.ab.ca • admissions@cauc.ab.ca
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AWR Letter Box

For Your Good Health

Dear friends at AWR: "I'm
glad to listen to your
Japanese program. I think it
is very interesting. I want to
study the truth in the
Bible."—Masaru, Japan.

Obesity and the Immune System

"One night while I was trying to tune in to another station I came across your radio program. I thank God for the
help I continue to get from your programs, as I now tune
in every day for spiritual nourishment."—James, Kenya.
"Your broadcasts are a real blessing for those of us who live
in the countryside and have no church. You give us the
opportunity to learn many practical things for both our
physical and spiritual lives."—Vontaly, Madagascar.
For more information about Adventist World Radio,
write to: 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring,
Maryland 20904-6600; or call toll-free: 1-800-337-4297;
e-mail: awrinfo@awr.org; website: www.awr.org.

People who are obese appear to have a greater risk of
impaired immune system function and artery damage than
people who are not excessively overweight, according to
researchers at Appalachian State and Loma Linda universities. They studied 116 women who were mildly to
severely obese and 41 nonobese women, all between the
ages of 25 and 75. Even after taking into account such factors as cholesterol levels, psychological well-being, and
physical fitness, the researchers found that obesity is associated with several "alterations in immune function."
While the results are preliminary, researchers will continue studies to determine the clinical implications of these
alterations and whether weight loss, exercise, or nutrient
supplementation can help ameliorate them.Journal of the
American Dietetic Association.
"For Your Good Health" is compiled by Larry Becker, editor of Vibrant
Life, the church's health outreach journal. To subscribe, call 1-800-765-6955.

NEWSBREAK

Religious Liberty Protection
Act Passed

0

n July 15 the United States House of Representatives
passed the Religious Liberty Protection Act (RLPA)
by a vote of 306 to 118. The bill now goes to the Senate,
where opposition is expected to center on an amendment,
defeated in the House, that would limit RLPA's application to civil rights laws.
RLPA is intended to restore the level of protection to
free exercise of religion claims in the United States to
where it was before 1990. Prior to that year the U.S. government was required to show that an action burdening
the practice of religion was necessitated by a compelling
interest. In a 1990 case, the Supreme Court largely abandoned that standard, holding that no religion-based
exemption need be given to a law that is facially neutral
and generally applicable.
The Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993
(RFRA) also sought to reinstate the pre-1990 standard,
but the Supreme Court ruled that RFRA was unconstitutional as applied to the states. Support for both RFRA and
now RLPA has come from a wide coalition of religious
groups, of which the General Conference is a member.
At issue in the Senate will be the question of whether
religious belief should constitute a valid defense to viola-

tion of a civil rights law. The question arose after landlords in three states were charged with marital status discrimination for refusing, based on religious belief, to rent
their premises to unmarried couples, says Mitchell Tyner,
an associate general counsel for the GC.
Capstone Social Ethics and
Religious Values Fund Opened

Church organizations and members now have the
opportunity to invest in "socially responsible" funds.
A new program designed by Capstone Asset Management follows the principles of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. The result is a series of
funds entitled Capstone Social Ethics and Religious
Values (SERV).
SERV enables individuals and groups to invest in portfolios that do not conflict with Adventist beliefs and values. A SERV fund will not invest in companies dealing
with alcohol, gambling, pornography, tobacco, or other
such concerns. David Deluccia, senior vice president of
Capstone Asset Management, says SERV's portfolios are
designed in harmony with the church's religious and
health principles.
In addition to providing information in the development of SERV, Adventists will continue to be involved
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Society's Tough Call
E Y CYRIL CONNELLY, ASSISTANT DEAN FOR ENROLLMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY

he August 5 issue of the San Lius Obispo County
Iberville Parish district attorney Ricky Ward states,
Tribune carried a story about the Tarver family, who
"We can't let someone who escaped from a maximumwere known for their hard work and respectability by
security facility just get away with it. We can't say, 'We
their Texarkana, Texas, neighbors. This close-knit, lawaren't going to prosecute you because you did well after
abiding family grew to include four daughters. The parents
you got out."'
had warned the girls not to question the past, and three of
The couple maintain that they have shown their worth
the four didn't ask why their parents had no Social Security
to society since 1972, and in a plea to return to their famcards, wedding photographs, driver's
ily Mr. Tarver states, "We have proved
licenses, or checking accounts.
that we can be honest and responsible
NEWS COMMENTARY
However, one of the daughters, using a
people."
friend's computer, discovered that her mother had no identity
A tough call for society. This real-life dilemma calls for
and that her father was using the Social Security number of a
the examination of grace, good works, responsibility, forgivedead uncle. This computer search appears to have set in
ness, mercy, and consequences. On the one hand, justice
motion events that have led to the arrest of the parents as
demands the fulfilling of the prison sentence. On the other,
escapees from a Louisiana prison more than 27 years ago. The
mercy acknowledges that they seem capable of living
father, sentenced for armed robbery, had 10 years left on his
responsible lives.
sentence; the mother had less than a year to serve for burglary.
If you were the judge, how would you rule?

T

NEWSBREAK

in an advisory role. Gary DeBoer, an associate General
Conference treasurer, says a committee composed of
members from Loma Linda University, the Mid-America
Union, the General Conference, and Adventist Health
was established to serve as an advisory board to monitor
compliance with Adventist values and principles.—
Adventist News Network.
Indian Leader Calls on Adventists
to Support Refugees
Narendra Mohan, a member of India's Parliament,
pleaded in a July 29 interview for Adventist churches to
support the displaced people in northern India. More
than 400,000 people from Kashmir and Jammu need help
because of religious terrorism that has forced them out of
their homes with no hope of returning.
"India, the world's largest democracy, is totally committed to religious freedom, yet there are areas in which religious liberty is looked upon with skepticism," said Mohan to
Richard Fenn, associate director of the General Conference
Public Affairs and Religious Liberty Department.
For the most part, however, India enjoys "unity in
diversity." According to Mohan, the nation's constitution
forbids restrictions on religious freedom.—Adventist News
Network.
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News Notes
✓ Jose and Adly Campos report 80 baptisms thus far
as a result of their "Building a Happy Home" evangelistic
series in Nairobi, Kenya. During the meetings Jose, associate director of the General Conference Publishing
Department, presents Adventist doctrines while his wife,
Adly, presents principles of building better marriages.
✓ Arnold Trujillo, an associate
director of the Pacific Union Conference Public Affairs and Religious
Liberty Department, was recently
elected president of the Hawaii
Conference. Trujillo replaces J. Lynn
Martell, who became vice president of
Arnold Trujillo
development at Loma Linda
University and Loma Linda University Medical Center
in California.
What's Upcoming
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

1
4
4
11
18

Monthly Focus—Adventist Heritage
Men's Day of Prayer
Adventist Review Promotion
Family Togetherness Week begins
Hispanic Heritage Week begins

CI T Y S C APES

Going Places

M

y boy leaves for Andrews University this
month, 25 years after his dad first made the
trek down Highway 401, west along
Interstate 94, past
Ellen White's resting place in Battle Creek,
Michigan, and into Berrien Springs,
just 100 miles shy of Chicago.
There's a certain satisfaction
when one's offspring chooses to
walk in the ways of his father.
There is also a liberal dose of apprehension. What's in store for this
young man on the campus where I
found myself, gained confidence,
caught a glimpse of the breath and
scope of my church, rubbed shoulders with the baby boomers who are
now administering our church, and secured a Christian
education that has withstood every curve tossed at me from
the mound of business and commerce?
Will Adrian prove as good a roommate as Donald
Coleman did for me? Will they keep each other focused on
the religious and the academic instead of the romantic and
the extracurricular?
He is so young, so innocent, so unprepared to leave the
nest. The boy can't even get his clothes from his body to
the closet without giving them a holiday on the floor or the
back of a chair.
Only yesterday, it seems, I held him in Doctor's Hospital,
his mother weary from the painful and exhilarating journey
that gave him life. We fretted and worried as he fussed and
fumed through his first few years of life. Oh, the painful
slights and stares of disapproval as he proved incapable of
sitting quietly through divine service. If it weren't for dear
Auntie Maria McClean, always ready to provide relief
when other members offered frowns, we might have gone
around the bend.
Now look how he's grown—a handsome, loving, gentle
giant, with a quiet spirit that is the antithesis of his bawling,
brawling childhood.
Two summers ago he shot past me, growing six inches
almost overnight. It was about then I finally admitted I
couldn't carry his shorts on a basketball court and stopped

ROYSON JAMES

accepting his frequent one-on-one challenges.
There is no stopping the march of time. My father's
old Pontiac LeMans ferried me into the unknown in
1974. The car is long gone; my
father is close behind. As we
repeat history my old minivan will
have to suffice for the premillennium trek. There's so much I want
to tell him, so much I want to save
him from, protect him against. I
want to tell Sheldon:
In choosing a profession, find a passion and embrace it. Life's challenges
are easier faced and conquered when
your days are marked by a consuming passion.
Every profession, every calling, can
be used to bring honor to your God
and good to your fellow human beings. So it matters not
whether your major is psychology or graphic arts or wellness or business administration; what matters is your willingness to be used by God.
Never forget your Pathfinder Pledge, especially the last part:
"I will be a servant of God. I will be a friend to man." That is
the noblest epithet one can leave for others to contemplate.
Choose your friends wisely. The most enduring lessons
you'll learn will take place outside the classrooms. Therefore, if you must acquire wholesome habits, positive life
skills, a strong, compatible life partner who will help you
grow, you must choose wise, positive "teachers" who model
their life after Christ.
Join a choir or a band, do drama, play sports, be part of
campus ministries—or do them all. The years 1974 to
1978 were the best years of my life. The next four can be
the same for you. God be with you, my son. May He
guide you into His truth and show you the path you
should take. He did it for me. I know He will do it for
you—if you let Him.

My son is
so young,
so innocent,
so unprepared
to leave.

Royson James is a columnist for the Toronto Star.
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Home Is Where the Church Is
A new church every Sabbath—life on the road.
BY LINDA SUTHERLAND

ings of churches in the area among other information we
RVers need. Almost all Christian churches are listed, but
rarely is the Adventist church one of them. We've discovered, too, that often the phone book listings have much
more information on other churches. My husband has commented several times that he feels we don't want people to
know where we are.
We've tried using the phone listings in the Seventh-day
Adventist directory but find ourselves listening to a
machine. That's fine, but we would appreciate having the
time of worship, time of Sabbath school, and the location of
the church left on the telephone. Because we use pay
phones, our calls can't be returned.
Having signs directing us to the church is very helpful.
We wish more of our churches used them. Sometimes there
isn't a church where the sign indicates, but we search on
until we find it.
Every Sabbath is a surprise in the summer. Camp meetings—
some churches hold Sabbath school, some close completely, and
some leave a note and location of the camp meeting on the
door for visitors. I really like that.
I have mentioned many times that coming to the
Seventh-day Adventist church is like coming home every
week. It's my source of peace and strength and stability.
Every service is similar, the faces friendly, the atmosphere
comforting, a real sense of family. I find I'm just one of many
travelers. So often I've met someone who knows or is related
to someone I know. Some of the churches are supported by
"snowbirds" (those who winter in the warm climates), such
as Desert Hot Springs, California, and Yuma and Parker,
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N NOVEMBER OF 1992 MY HUSBAND AND I
sold our home in Colorado and nearly everything we
had accumulated over the years. We even sold our
cars at the garage sale. Then we bought a tiny Maltese
puppy and headed for Montana in our box-shaped
motor home. "Old Blue" had shown us some good times,
but a home it was not. So we picked up a new 35-foot
motor home and a tow vehicle and began a whole new life
together. Full-time RVers.
My husband is a non-Adventist, and my only stipulation
for this nomadic lifestyle was to be able to go to church
every Sabbath. And therein lies an adventure!
I have a Seventh-day Adventist directory to help us
locate the churches. It's rather obsolete; there are new
churches, closed churches, churches held in various other
locations, and some with incorrect addresses. But my husband is persistent and true to his word. He goes to great
lengths to see that I attend church every week. (He says I'm
a nicer person when I go.) Sometimes he drives 40 miles in
one direction, and has offered to go as far as 50.
It was his idea to keep a photographic journal. So every
week we find the church nearest our RV park and take a
picture. Then on Sabbath I write a note card to attach to
it. It has become a practice I enjoy: noting details about
the sanctuary, whether the church is friendly, input during
Sabbath school, if there is a music service, and sermon
notes. One of the many blessings is the abundant musical
talent in our churches.
The RV parks we stay in are mostly resort membership
parks. They give city maps and business locations and list-

He says I'm a nicer perso?
Arizona. These are very loving people,
and most are far from home.
Coming home

We visited 106 different churches
in 41 states during one period of our
travel time. This has been such a positive witness for my husband, even
though he doesn't attend with me.
One such time was at Fairhope,
Alabama, when several people stayed
after church to keep me company until
he came for me. He's also encouraged
when I visit a church more than once
and find a positive Spirit-led congregation where it was lacking before. The
Spirit is doing a great work in the San
Antonio, Texas, church.
We're nearly always invited to a
potluck dinner after church, and I
know someday Larry will come with
me. At Galveston, Texas, Mrs. Wolf
took us out to lunch. She's 96 years old,
and what a witness she was to Larry.
She left a lasting Christian impression
on him. At Kamiah, Idaho, we enjoyed
the couple who stood outside and
waved as we drove into the parking lot.
What a unique greeting! Our Father
places us where we may be blessed or be
a blessing to others.
America is called a "melting pot,"
but Americans tend to live and work
in ethnic communities. Our churches
reflect this. I have been spiritually
enriched to worship with Cubans for
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Christmas at Clermont, Florida, and
Norwegians at Ottawa, Illinois, though
many churches are a mixture of all
God's children.
Before 1993 I'd had very limited
exposure to the African-American
community. What joy and love I've
found in their churches. The churches
are full, and they're in no hurry to end
worship service. How they love the
Lord! The sermons are power-filled and
straight from the Bible. I was amazed at
how often they sing through each service without ever opening a hymnal.
At Littlerock, California, a young
woman sang "A Shelter in the Time of
Storm." I'll never forget it. That was my
first experience in an all-Black church.
How I wanted to hug the babies.
I met my friend Edna Brown at
South Bend, Indiana. She reminded
me of someone dear to me when I was
a child. So I told her. It was just what
she needed that day. We've corresponded ever since. At Ridgeland,
South Carolina, we met the pastor,
and he offered to ask a family to invite
us for Thanksgiving dinner. The
church was so friendly; I was hugged
on all four sides at once.
Homestead, Florida, was wonderful with so many people from the
islands nearby. My husband commented that Seventh-day Adventist
youth look and act differently from
the kids we see on the streets. Praise
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God! At Belle Glade, Florida, I felt
safe in the arms of my church family,
though two people had been murdered just two blocks from the
church the night before.
Warm, Welcoming Churches

Monroe, Louisiana, was such a warm
and welcoming church and, like all the
other churches, the children were quiet
and reverent. When most faces are
those of strangers, it's really nice when
someone remembers not only your face
but your name. This happened at
Hillsboro, Texas, after five years
between visits. At McKinleyville,
California, six women offered to wash
my feet at the ordinance of humility on
a Communion Sabbath. The Grand
Junction, Colorado, church gives small
loaves of home-baked bread to visitors.
Many churches are still active in
Investment and Ingathering. Community involvement is strong in many
churches: Kent, Washington, has
meals for the homeless; Cottonwood,
Arizona, has a Christmas pageant for
the public; Ellenville, New York, was
honored by the state for Community
Services. Also, seminars and health
fairs are strong nationwide.
It's really important to have someone sit with you when you're a visitor.
Lake Havasu City, Arizona, is aware of
this, and Yreka, California, takes you
under their wing. It was hard to choose

uhen I go to church.
which churches to mention.
But last of all I want to mention
the "Whistler" who can't sing a note
but whistles every hymn at the Grays

OCTOBER IS

SPIRIT OF
PROPHECY
MONTH

Harbor Hoquiam, Washington,
church. What joy!
It'll be a new church again this
Sabbath and so good to be home. •

Linda Sutherland is retired. She
lives and travels with her husband, Larry, and their Maltese
terrier, Trinket, in their 35-foot
motor home.
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STORY

Sweet Dreams
and Hairbrush Lyrics
Finally, a chance to find out if my plans for my life are the same as God's.

T

HE COLD SUN FILTERED THROUGH THE
pine trees and dappled the path at my feet as I
made my way toward center campus. I pulled
my coat around me to shut out the winter
cold. Although the season had been unusually
warm, I had forgotten that the walk to the administration
building was as long as it was.
As was often the case, I was lost in thought. In fact, I was
flat out daydreaming. Recently graduated from college, I had
taken a secretarial job on campus in order to pay the bills
while I figured out where to go to graduate
school. After seven months of endless
paperwork and answering phone calls,
I was getting the itch to get on with
my life, but I didn't know where
to get to.
Do I Dare to Dream?

Recently I had begun
to consider music as a
possible career move. In
the back of my mind, it
had always been there.
Ever since I could
remember, I had wanted
to sing. I thrived on it,
practically lived for it.
When I was a little
girl, I used to dance
around my room, per-
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forming for the baby-sitter. Pretending my long nightie was a
pretty evening gown, I'd use a hairbrush as a "microphone."
In my imagination I was in front of an adoring crowd of
thousands.
But over the years people told me that the music business
was a long shot, that it was too hard, that I needed to be
practical about my life and not live in a fantasy world.
So I went to college and got a four-year degree. And I'm
glad I did. I loved college, and everything about it.
But in the quiet of my mind, the places that speak the truth
of one's heart and soul, I knew that my love of
music and my desire to perform were as strong as
ever.
So on that cold wintry day I found
myself lifting my eyes toward heaven
fora brief moment and whispering
the prayer of that little girl with
a nightie and a hairbrush: "God, I want
to sing. I want to
pursue my dream,
but I don't know
where to start. Or
where to go. Or what
to do. If this is what
You want, then open a
door for me. If You let me
sing, I'll give it all to You
and use it for Your good. Just
let me sing."

ATION BY TERRYCREWS

BY REBECCA CHABOT

So Far Away

Over the past few years a lot of
things had happened in my life to
make me wonder whether or not God
answers prayers. I no longer knew
exactly where He fit into my life or
my world. I had just about given up
hope that He was intimately involved
in the little patch of the earth where I
lived. God was so big, so far away,
that to reach out and touch Him
seemed about as reasonable as touching the sun—impossible for a little
arm like mine.
So I didn't really think much of that
prayer, even though the words I prayed
were true and honest. I thought, What
do you think He's going to do, have someone call you up and offer to be your mentor? Or let you sing with them? You don't
even know anyone in the business.
I chuckled at my outlandish
thoughts of music and dreams of performing. I would probably end up going
to graduate school, not Nashville. And,
I decided, that wasn't such a bad deal in
and of itself. I went on with my errand
and didn't really give the prayer—or my
dreams—any more thought.
About a month later I got a call
from my dad. It seems that he knew a
songwriter in Nashville, a struggling
musician who just happened to be a
close friend of the family. Dad gave me
Kenny's name and number. "You might
want to give him a call," Dad suggested.
H'mmm . . . what could be the harm
in giving it a try?
So I wrote a short letter to Kenny,
introducing myself. Before I got a
chance to mail it, I received a phone
call from Kenny. He offered to find a
job for me, a place to live, and he even
said that I could sing with him. He also
promised to help me learn to write
songs and to teach me to play the guitar. In the space of one hour I had
received the opportunity of a lifetime in
answer to a prayer I had hardly prayed.
Is That You, Lord?

So in one week I'm moving to
Nashville. I've been praying a lot, asking God for His guidance and strength.
Amid the piles of boxes and belongings strewn about my apartment, I'm

still reeling from the enormity of
what's happened. A small prayer,
uttered under my breath was answered
in dramatic fashion.
I don't know what's going to happen to me. Maybe I'll meet "success"
on the road of music, and maybe I
won't. I don't have any illusions about
the hard work and frustration I'll have
to face. But I won't be disappointed
either way, because I know that I'll end
up where God has sent me.
I used to get frustrated and depressed
when things didn't go according to my
life plans. I expected my prayers to be
answered literally and quickly, even
though I knew this to be unrealistic.
And over the past three years there have
been a multitude of prayers that I uttered
fervently, passionately, and with my
whole heart that seemed to meet with
nothing but silence and indifference.
But I don't feel that way anymore. I
can confidently attest that hindsight is
20/20. As I look back over the past I see
how much I have grown and matured.
Much of it would never have happened
had each one of those prayers been
answered dramatically, according to my
time frame.
There is no moral to this story, no
neat ending that brings everything
together for my life or yours. This isn't

written to convince anyone of the fact
that God works in mysterious ways, or
to promise that everything will come
up roses for everyone who prays. I still
have more questions about my life and
my future than I've ever had before.
But I got what I asked for: a chance to
follow my dreams and to give the glory
to God. And I'm not looking back.
God answered my prayer. I don't
know why He answered it, or what the
final outcome will be, but I believe in
that prayer and I believe that God will
guide me. I trust Him. And that's more
strongly than I have felt in a long time.
For the first time in three years I know
that God hears my prayers. I am also
beginning to trust more in the way He
answers them instead of becoming angry
when life doesn't seem to fit my pattern.
In one week I will pack whatever
will fit into my little red Ford Escort,
and head south with a sign in the window that reads "Nashville or bust."
Honk if you see me, and say a prayer.
Because God's listening, I know it. ■

Rebecca Chabot lives in
Nashville, Tennessee.
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LAIRE and Ron Bryant are just one of
hundreds of couples who have successfully
dated and married within the SDA church
through Adventist Contact since 1974.
They were married August 3, 1975.
Claire says, "We believe God used
Adventist Contact to introduce Ron and I.
Otherwise, we never would have met."
Would you like to be one of Contacts
many success stories?

P. O. Box 5419
Takoma Park, MD 20913-0419
U.S.A. Phone (301) 589-4440
IF YOU MET YOUR SPOUSE THROUGH ADVENTIST CONTACT,
WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
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R E F L E C T IONS

BY JAN PAULSEN

Reflections on a
Personal Journey
n the gentleness of the summer breeze, somewhat surprised by how warm the summer can be even this far
north of the Arctic Circle, I am on a personal journey
that I have made before.
Something inside me—something unfinished—compels me.
I walk slowly between the rows
of graves and tombstones. Names
and dates. Here and there I spot
ones familiar to me. I walk past
the grave of a friend from youth,
and memories come back.
Somehow I do not think the chosen epitaph suits him. Maybe epitaphs say more of the hopes and
longings of those left behind to
mourn. What a tragedy he had to
die so young. Did he know the
Lord? I don't know. Did I tell
him? I don't think so.
I come to the end of my journey, and I kneel at two graves
close to each other. This is why I
have come. Names. Dates of birth
and death. One a full life of more
than "three-score and ten" years;
the other cut short at half that length. And the epitaphs. To
the older: "Rest in peace"; the younger: "By grace alone."
They seem to me the right ones.
I was with my mother when we chose them. One
expressed thankfulness for the good life my father had given
to his family—basic but very happy living, even when surrounded by war. And he deserves to "rest in peace" until the
Lord, in whom his faith was focused, restores him to life.
The other was in memory of the young but somewhat troubled life of my brother. Will I meet him in the kingdom?
Oh, I pray that I will. I need to meet him there. We have
some "unfinished business." I need to hold him close. But if
it happens, it surely will be "by grace alone."
My father died while I was attending an Annual Council—
doing the Lord's business. I could not be with him. My brother
died while I was on my way to attend an Annual Council.
Also then I was too busy to return to "tuck him in" when he
was laid to rest. Too busy doing the Lord's business.

The Lord has forgiven me. My brother would have.
Sometimes it is hardest to forgive oneself. And I talk to
him—or maybe it is to myself and the Lord—as I weed
around the graves and rearrange
some of the plants. It feels good
to touch the soil.
This is a journey I have to
make and shall no doubt make
again.
I long for the Lord to return. I
long for the promises to find
their ultimate fulfillment. How
appropriate it is for me personally
and for my people to have as a
theme for us to focus on in the
year 2000: "Experience the
Certainty of His Coming." That
will be the spiritual emphasis of
the forthcoming Annual
Council. And that will be the
focus of many articles, Week of
Prayer readings, Sabbath school
study guide material, and workers' meetings throughout the
world church in the year 2000.
The people whose very name
points to His coming will focus on experiencing here and
now the certainty of that hope.
That certainty is a steadying factor in the life of the
believer. The Christian hope is no wistful maybe. The
promises made by the only One who can ultimately deliver
are sure. He said: "Yes, I am coming soon" (Rev. 22:20,
NIV). Therefore, the certainty can be experienced as we
await the event, and we can build one another up as we live
and plan in anticipation of that which will happen.
Amen. Come, Lord Jesus.
And with that prayer lingering in my mind I walk slowly
away from the cemetery.

The Lord has
forgiven me.
Sometimes
it is hardest
to forgive
oneself.
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Elder Jan Paulsen is president of the world Seventhday Adventist Church. He wrote this reflection the
day after visiting a cemetery 200 miles north of the
Arctic Circle in Norway.
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Mission Opportunity

Maranatha Volunteers International
In the Bible, Maranatha means "Come quickly, Lord Jesus." For congregations and volunteers the world over,
Maranatha means missions.
Most known for its work in Central America and the Caribbean, 30-year-old Maranatha Volunteers International, builder of several thousand churches, schools and orphanages, is taking on its biggest challenge yet: India.
A massive volunteer effort December 20-January 2 will bring the year 2000 in with style, as up to 2,000 youthful
volunteers are invited to attend and build up to 50 churches. Maranatha Volunteers International will have already
built some 100 "houses of prayer" in India by then, and Maranatha wants potential groups to know that anytime
they're ready to go, they'll have a spot ready for them.
Interested in India? Call (916) 920-1900 or check out their website at www.maranatha.org/. The December trip
is $495 plus the price of your flight. You can also ask about special deals with travel agents that Maranatha has
worked out for the occasion.

and destructive. Rather than numbness of the ex-

tremities, it numbs the heart. Fully manifested, it
becomes emotional, cultural and even spiritual leprosy. By coming in contact with painful situations,
we build walls of self-protection inside ourselves.
Over time, the numbness makes it easier to turn
away from the catastrophes on the news and easier
to walk past the suffering on the street.
The reason for my visit to the leper hospital in
India was to look for places to do medical outreach
during India 2000. In this search, I saw communities
with orphanages, schools that teach street children,
day-care centers and clinics of all kinds that need
your help. There are limitless outreach possibilities
in India, some more challenging than others. Perhaps
you have medical skills, access to appropriate medication or just a willing heart—all of these things can
be used in India. Inquire today about seeing the need
first-hand and participating in a life-changing, oncein-a-lifetime event we've called India 2000.
"For whosoever will save his life shall lose it; but
whosoever shall lose his life for my sake and the
gospel's, the same shall save it. For what shall it
profit a man, if he gain the whole world and lose his
own soul?"—Mark 8:35-36.
Brett Light is coordinator of invitational projects for
Maranatha Volunteers International, with information submitted by Karen Larsen, Vice president for projects, Maranatha
Volunteers International.

India 2000 December 20, 1999-January 2, 2000
Project:
churches and medical outreach
Project leaders:
Karen Larsen and Steve Case

Contact:

Maranatha India 2000
1600 Sacramento Way, Suite 16
Sacramento, CA 95815
(916) 920-1900
www.maranatha.org
email: India2000@maranatha.org

Contact the Visitor if you are from the Columbia Union and will be attending India 2000. (800) 438-9600.
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Mountain View
DENISE LEON VALENZUELA

Model A Charlie returns after 50 years
Charles Wilson got an idea recently that snowballed
into an incredibly nostalgic turn of events and an
amazing witnessing opportunity. The herbalist, in his
70s and still running his own business in North Carolina, reflected on his days over 50 years ago as a literature evangelist in the West Virginia coal fields.
When he realized it had been 50 years since he was in
that state, he decided to make a colporteur "back call" and
return to visit. Being a good former literature evangelist, he
thought he would take advantage of this to help others
find a new blessing in some of the books he and other
colport-eurs like him left
in people's homes.
He wrote a press release about his plans
and sent it to the local
newspapers in the towns
where he had worked.
The Mullins Advocate
picked it up.
The article, published
this past January 6 and
excerpted below, is entitled: "Model A Charlie
Back After 50 Years
With a Reward."
It was a common sight over 50 years ago to have
"model-A Charlie" pull up to houses in southern West
Virginia in his blue Model A Ford Coupe with a smile
on his face and the rumble seat piled full of Bibles and
Bible stories for sale. His territory in the "great American Bible Belt" was Wyoming, Logan and Raleigh
counties. Actually, there were four Bible salesmen in
these counties, all with the first name of Charles, but
just one Model A Ford to deliver the books.
If you were around here then, you may remember one or more of these four Charlies, and you may
have a book sold by them—or even some salesman
years before that—that will bring you a beautiful
prize. The oldest copy of the book entitled Bible
Reading for the Home Circle will secure for you the
gift of a presentation King James Version Bible worth
$90, and you need not give up your valuable copy of
Bible Readings, either!
The four Charlies who visited area homes with
Bibles later went their various ways. Charles Freeman, a Marine Corps veteran, took a bride home
with him. He sold Emma Ferrell's folks some Christian reading material at their home in Bolt, West Virginia, and there he met Emma. Charles later became a
registered nurse and went back in to military medical
service. He passed away several years ago, and his
family now lives in Tennessee.
Charles Scofield, who worked with Charles
Freeman and stayed with a medical doctor in the
Bolt-Beckley area, was a Navy veteran who later
became a medical missionary in South America. He
is now retired from medical practice and lives with
his wife, Donna, in Florida.
Charles Wilson sold Bibles in the Oceana area
and was an Army Medical Corps veteran. He is now
an active herbalist and supplies what he calls "God's
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Medicines" to people all over the U.S. He lives in the
mountains of western North Carolina with his wife,
Lo, a retired school teacher.
Charles Booth, the fourth Charles in the group,
became a medical doctor and an orthopedic surgeon
in Long Beach, California. He passed away in 1993.
This group of four delivered many hundreds of
Bibles and books in the coal mining region of West
Virginia. The Model A Coupe was a real help in delivering books. Some of the areas it traveled with ease
were impossible to get to by later, low-slung cars. In
some valleys and glens, the actual road bed was up a
creek where the water coursed down the two tire
tracks. There were also creeks and rivers to cross.
Fifty years ago, World War II was over, and things
looked very bright for our nation. Peace and safety were
the watchwords. How interesting to know that the
Bibles and books scattered all around would hold answers to today's perplexing problems here 50 years later.
Look around your library shelves and if you have
a book, possibly a legacy from your grandparents, it
may be your copy will be the oldest dated one and
will obtain for you a gift.

Charles kept his appointments in the towns in January, but the weather was so bad that not many people
came out. He left information where he could be
reached, and he is still receiving word from people in
the area. He managed to give out a gift Bible but has
two more to give away. Among the books he saw was a
copy of Bible Readings for the Home Circle published
in 1888 by Review and Herald Publishing. It was more
than 111 years old!
That newspaper article led to great interest in the
neighboring communities. He received an invitation to
participate in the Pioneer Parade in the Wyoming
County—Oceana, West Virginia, 200th Celebration
held June 30 through July 4. He accepted the invitation
and thought of ways he could continue to be a witness.
As his excitement over the success of his contacts grew,
he bought a restored antique car to take to the event. He
says: "The blue 1930 Model A Ford Coupe with a rumble
seat I originally had is long gone—I sold it in 1950—so I
went out and purchased a dandy, well-preserved green
one that looks good, (It's an old car, but I'm older!) and
runs well, and I went off to the celebration."
His return was a great success, with the help of other
Adventist leaders and lay persons. They set up a tent at
the event fairgrounds, and he received aid with literature
from Kingsley Whitsett, secretary of the Mountain View
Conference. Local church members also got involved,
and he worked closely with Chesapeake Conference literature evangelist Kerry Lynch and his wife, Jaqueline,
from Martinsburg, West Virginia, a nurse who offered
health screening. Lots of people stopped by to catch up,
share nostalgia and sign up for more information on the
Scriptures. This event also led to more press coverage
and many social and spiritual contacts.
Charles' efforts in this project were fueled by his
desire for these people to have a second chance to read
these books and for other colporteurs to again return
to the place where they canvassed and rekindle interest
in the message they spread.
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New faces, new places;
tasks and transfers
• Kimberly Luste Maran leaves her post
as managing editor for the Columbia
Union Visitor to
become an assistant editor of the
Adventist Review
at the General
Conference headquarters in Silver
Spring, Maryland.
One of her new
Kimberly Luste Maran
responsibilities is
to coordinate each month's "Cutting
Edge" issue of the weekly publication.
• Kenneth Wright Jr. becomes the new
branch manager for the Potomac Adventist Book Center in Hagerstown,
Maryland, after returning from overseas service within the Trans-European Division.
• Raymond Brown leaves his position
as seventh- and eighth-grade teacher
at Mount Vernon Elementary School
in the Ohio Conference to accept a
similar post in the Northern California Conference.
• James Quick Sr. retires after serving
the denomination for almost 12 years,
most recently as pastor of the Fredericktown/Mount Vernon City church
district in the Ohio Conference.
• Richard Young retires after nearly 15
years of working for the Church, including service as the Adventist Book

Center manager in the Pennsylvania
Conference.
• William Bromme completes more than
40 years of service to the denomination and retires from his post as a
teacher at Highland View Academy in
Hagerstown, Maryland, in the Chesapeake Conference.
• Robert Smith retires after working for
the Church for more than 17 years,
including service as a pastor in the Allegheny West Conference.
• Kenneth Palmer completes almost 38
years of service to the denomination
and retires from his post as assistant
education director for the Allegheny
East Conference.
• Marilyn Shobe retires after working
for the Church for more than 15 years,
including service as a school secretary
and church custodian in the Ohio Conference.
• Gwendolyn Tennant completes almost
41 years of service to the denomination and retires from her position as
pre-kindergarten teacher at the George
E. Peters church school in Hyattsville,
Maryland, for the Allegheny East Conference.
RANDY HALL
Visitor Assistant Editor
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North Valley member collects food
to aid disaster victims
Eddie Howerton, a member of North
Valley Church in Roanoke, Virginia, recently promoted a
food drive to help
people in the western portion of the
country who had
suffered through a
number of recent
disasters.
Howerton furnished his truck to
transport food, water and toiletries
to a local television
station that then
distributed the material to the areas
in need.
Thousands of
pounds of food and
other items were
collected.

North Valley Church member Eddie Howerton takes a break while loading his truck with
food and other supplies to help disaster victims in the western United States.
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Teach children
that ownership is
worth the work
Question: When I was growing up, we never had chores. We
worked hard, but we did it together. We never thought of these
necessary tasks as something we should rebel against or get
paid for. It was just a part of the privilege of being a family and
having a home and nice yard. A number of my friends who
grew up in apartments had life a lot easier by not having to do
home or yard maintenance. But there isn't one who wouldn't
have changed places with me immediately. How can we get
children today to realize what a wonderful privilege it is to
have a home and the responsibilities that accompany it?
Answer: With every privilege, there's a responsibility. The
problem is that when children grow up with something, like a
home, they often take it for granted. They don't feel the pain
of trying to meet the monthly mortgage. They don't realize
what their folks have sacrificed to make their home a reality.
They don't know how it feels to pay rent for 20 years and have
nothing to show for it.
Maybe we should talk more about the blessings of home
ownership; not as a way of making children feel guilty because
of their ingratitude, but as a role model for them to follow! And
don't let kids get in the habit of thinking they're working for
Mom or Dad. Rather in doing household maintenance, they're
working for themselves, since they're all a part of the family
that is the beneficiary.
Second, maybe we should strike the word "chore" from
our vocabularies. The Marriage Encounter organization has
coined the word "Joy" for jobs that need to be done to keep
that volunteer organization operating. A joy sounds a lot more
inviting than a job, doesn't it? Or a task might be considered
a warm fuzzy. The idea is that every task done on behalf of the
family brings a warm, fuzzy feeling to others. Wouldn't it be
wonderful if every time someone did a task at home, it was
received with such gratitude that the immediate reaction of the
receiver would be to do something to return the favor?
The word I like best is "contribution." The idea is that the
family as a unit has various needs, and granted, home ownership increases those! We can contribute to each other by
meeting those needs. And in making a contribution to the family, it makes us feel good in return. But if one person makes all
the contributions, that's not fair. As a family, list all the ways
you can each contribute to the welfare of each other, pets or
yard. You'll begin to notice the list looks amazingly similar to
a list of chores!
Give public recognition for contributions at your family
council meetings. You'll find the reward of working together
and the feelings of significance gained by making a meaningful contribution to the family is far more important to most
kids land grown-ups) than monetary reward—although that's
nice, too!

Read more from Dr. Kay Kuzma in the Family
Times newspaper. For a free year's subscription,
write to: Family Matters, P.O. Box 7000, Cleveland, TN 37320; or call (423) 339-1144.
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News

Pathfinders attend Oshkosh
camporee in record numbers
Pathfinder Clubs from throughout
the Columbia Union traveled by bus,
car, trailers and even plane to Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, for the North American Division-sponsored "Discover the Power"
Pathfinder Camporee. Held August 1014, this youth event attracted a record
2,403 Pathfinders from the union.

During the five-day event, Pathfinders earned honors on the spot, explored
an aircraft museum, enjoyed daily airplane stunt shows and met new friends
while trading unique pins. "Our goal
was to provide the youth with a fun, safe,
high-adventure event," said Ron Whitehead, camporee executive director.
Chaperones of the clubs enjoyed the
event as much as the Pathfinders themselves. "This was my first camporee, and
it was wonderful because I really discov-

ered the power of God," said Alain Sanon, deputy director of the Edmondson
Heights Pathfinder Club in Baltimore,
Maryland. "I saw how God worked to
bring 22,000 youth from different countries, cultures and languages gather together and worship Him," he said.
The October 1 issue of the Visitor
will be dedicated to the ministry of Pathfinders and will cover more about the
Discover the Power Camporee.
GEORGE JOHNSON JR.
Assistant Communication Director

Church newsletters requested
The Visitor would like to he on
the mailing list of your church or
church organization newsletter.
Please send them to: The Visitor,
5427 Twin Knolls Road, Columbia,
MD 21045. If you have any questions, you can reach us by telephone at (800) 428-9600; send a fax
to (410) 772-9724; or contact us via
E-mail to 74617.420@compuserve.
corn and at our website: http://www.
columbiaunion.org/. Thank you.

Special prices on books, music, and food
during this once-a-year sales event.
Check your local ABC for dates and times
of the Open House sale.
Call toll-free 1-800-765-6955.

Don't miss it!
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ADVERTISING RATES
Minimum charge: $15 for 50 words or
less for ads originating in the Columbia
Union and $20 for all others. Additional
words, 25 cents each in the union, 40
cents each outside the union. Ads must be
placed at least four weeks before the issue
date by mailing to: Classified Advertising,
Columbia Union Visitor, 5427 Twin Knolls
Rd., Columbia, MD 21045. The Visitor
does not guarantee the integrity of any
product or service advertised.
FIVE ACRES of heavily timbered mountain land. Water from a spring is available
in an emergency. Access roads are heavily shaled. Immediately off WV Route 45.
Glengary is two miles away. Ten miles
from West Martinsburg church and school;
$1,000 with contract of sale. Balance of
$2,400 per acre as soon as the deed can
be drawn. Call (304) 264-9456 evenings.
(91)
CAPE COD VACATION: An Adventist
family will rent weekly, biweekly, etc.,
their lovely, fairly new, spacious and semicontemporary vacation home on beautiful
Cape Cod, MA. Three bedrooms, one and
one-half baths, Jacuzzi tub, washer/dryer,
cable TV, dishwasher, microwave and a
great room with a cathedral beam ceiling
and skylights; an outdoor shower, a large
deck and a fenced-in back yard with a
small swing set and a sandbox on one-half
acre just 900 feet from a great beach. Call
(301) 596-9311. (91)

Y2K READY! Twenty-seven acres, with
gravity-fed spring water into a 12 x 66 mobile home; wood stove, ponds, woods,
meadow and garden spot. Secluded, in
northwest Arkansas. $57,000. (918) 3264602. (91)
ADVENTIST HEALTHCARE SENIOR
LIVING SERVICES DIRECTOR OF TENANT SERVICES: Join a company with a
commitment to quality. Heritage House,
an 80-bed senior housing facility in Hackettstown, NJ, is looking for a director of
tenant services. Bachelor's degree, Certified Manager of Housing and Certified
Occupancy Specialist training and certification required. Previous management experience in HUD senior facilities preferred.
Five years' experience is required, along
with a positive customer service attitude.
Must be able to work independently. Competitive salary and exceptional benefits
package, including health, dental, vision,
life, LTD, 403B, flex spending and tuition
reimbursement. Come work with a great
team! Mail your resume with salary history
to: Adventist Senior Living Services, 1801
Research Blvd., Suite 102, Rockville, MD
20850; or send by fax to: (301) 3153490, Attention: HR. (91)
BED AND BREAKFAST in historic Appomattox, VA. Old English Tudor house with
two acres of gardens. Comfortable rooms
with full, healthy breakfasts; rates start at
$70 per night. For more information or reservations, call (804) 352-5021. (91)

AGAPE MISSION LIBRARY is serving
overseas missionaries with the Bibles, hymnals and other books that you mail to:
Akron Seventh-day Adventist Church, 655
E. Waterloo Rd., Akron, OH 44306; you
may call Gus Foster at (330) 836-5872;
or send E-mail to afoster@neo.rr.com. They
are praying for these books. (91)

PLEASE HELP: We have 30,000 booklets entitled What Must I Do to Inherit
Eternal Life? (a Bible study). Will you help
distribute them? Let's work together to
direct others to God and heaven. No cost
to you. Write to Christian Services Inc.,
P.O. Box 2872, West Lafayette, IN 47906.
(915)

MARYLAND SDA PODIATRISTS: Dr.
Scott Nutter and Dr. Michael Graham—
both highly trained, experienced, boardcertified and qualified—are available in
several locations to help your foot/ankle
problems, including arthritis, heel pain,
spurs, diabetes, callouses, ingrown nails,
sprains, fractures, warts, bunions, etc. Surgery, if it's needed, at Adventist hospitals.
Laurel, MD: (301) 317-6800; Greenbelt,
MD: (301) 345-5200; or Columbia, MD:
(410) 531-6350. (1215)

SAVE UP TO 70 PERCENT 24 HOURS
A DAY, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK: Direct
dial long distance, 8.9 CPM or less. No
codes, no fees, six-second billing; 13.9
CPM calling card—no surcharges! Immediate service. (800) 600-5553, 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday. Referral
code: WSC2. Questions? Call (800) 7837092. (1015)

EUROPEAN PHYSICIAN offers stress
and diet advice in a three-day in-house
program on the Nanticoke River. Eastern
Shore, MD, bed and breakfast setting. Experienced vegetarian gourmet on the staff
follows E. G. White. Hot tub, bicycles or
boating if desired. Please call (410) 3760289. (91)

HAVE YOU HEARD? Laurelbrook Boarding Academy, since the 1950s in conjunction with the Laurelbrook Nursing Home,
has offered college, general and vocational training diplomas. Please call (423)
775-3339 or come and see us at 114
Campus Dr., Dayton, TN 37321; on top of
the mountain with more than 2,000 acres.
Only 45 minutes from Chattanooga and
Southern Adventist University. Affordable
board and tuition rates. (1215)

ARE YOU MOVING?
Help us keep the records straight so you can continue to receive
the Columbia Union Visitor. Send your new address, along with
the mailing label from the back page of this issue, to your conference office at the address printed in the masthead on page 2.

ROMANTIC COUPLES RETREAT
October 1 5-1 7, 1999
Camp Blue Ridge, Montebello, Virginia
Special Guest Hosts:
Deora and LuValle Johnson
of Intimate Life Ministries

FOR...

couples of all ages who want to enrich their marriage.
ENJOY... private time, delicious food and the
magnificent fall foliage of the Blue
Ridge Mountains at a retreat designed to refresh your love.
REKINDLE... the spark of your relationship
with this romantic getaway that offers inspiring seminars, Saturday
night entertainment and your choice
of dietary preference.
LIMITED... to 40 couples, $250 per couple.
RESERVE... your space and find out about the
early bird special. Call (540) 8860771, Ext. 232.

The Original
Indian River Fundraisers
Supplied By

Sponsored by Potomac Conference
Family Life Ministries

(800) 826-9099
come grow with us!
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ORANGEWOOD ACRES in Avon Park,
FL, is a 190-unit retirement community in
its final phase with only 20 units remaining
to be built. Choose two or three bedrooms,
two-car garage floor plan from 50 available. Polysteel construction for safety, economy and comfort. Call (800) 518-8010
for an information kit. (111)

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST IN GREENBELT, MD: Immediate position available
working for two Adventist doctors. About
20-25 hours per week. Receptionist experience required. Medical receptionist experience preferred. Salary commensurate
witn experience. Call Mrs. Miller at (301)
317-6800. (1215)

SILVER SPRING, MD, ADVENTIST
DENTIST: Dr. David Lee is available in his
Silver Spring office with convenient days
and hours to serve you. Our goal is to help
all our patients keep their teeth in maximum health, comfort, function and esthetics and to accomplish this with kindness.
We believe in educating our patients so
they can maintain excellent dental health.
We provide excellent comprehensive dental care to children and adults. For an appointment, call (301) 649-5001. (71)

LEARN HOW TO ACTIVATE AND
ALIGN the electrical energy in your body
to allow it to heal itself of any problem you
may have. (This is NOT the Magnet program.) Also, learn how to become debtfree with this plan. No selling or meetings
required. For FREE information, call (800)
207-0873. (1215)

EVANGELISTIC MINISTRY is seeking a
multi-talented person for an administrative
secretary position. Applicant should have
excellent typing and computer skills and
relate well to people. Mail your resume to
Gary Gibbs at Amazing Facts, P.O. Box
1058, Roseville, CA 95678; or send a fax
to (916) 434-3889. (915)
CELLULITE? Do those cellulite fat cells
seem destined to stay with you forever? Effective help is now available. For more
information, call Florence at (800) 6679630 and leave a message or visit our
website at newaysteam.com/rep/fshanko.
(91)
TAXES: Learn how to morally, legally and
ethically cut your taxes. Endorsed by former
IRS agents. Listen to (888) 302-9737; call
(800) 667-9630 and leave a message; or
visit website@sdamall.com. (91)

rSuccessful Computer Dating
exclusively for SDAs since 1974

ADVENTIST CONTACT

Ile P.O. Box 5419 411

L

Takoma Park, MD 20913
(301) 589-4440

FINISH YOUR DEGREE ANYTIME, anywhere through the Columbia Union College External Degree program. Bachelor's
degrees are offered in business, psychology, theology, general studies and respiratory care. For further information, call
(800) 782-4769, send E-mail to 74617.
74@compuserve.com or visit our website
at www.hsi.edu. Ask for the CUC External
Degree Bulletin. (Managed by Home Study
International.) (1215)
WINTER IN FLORIDA! Enjoy the sunshine in one of Pine Lake Retreat's chalets
or stay in our full-hookup RV park. Pine
Lake, an Adventist facility, is nestled on
120 acres in central Florida 45 minutes
from Orlando. Adventist church on campus. Weekly activities and crafts are offered. Call (352) 429-4454. (11)
ADVENTIST DEALER WILL SAVE YOU
HUNDREDS OF $$$$$$ on Howard
Miller Grandfather clocks. SAVE BIG on
wall, mantle and authentic German cuckoo
clocks. Delivered to your door since 1970.
For information and pricing, call Nashville
Clock in Madison, TN, toll-free at (877)
70CLOCK; or send E-mail to NVClock@
aol.com. Say you're Adventist. (121)
BOOKS WANTED FOR CASH PURCHASE: Used Adventist books, hymnals,
post cards, church directories and most
Protestant Reformation books. Call (518)
358-3494 or visit our Internet site at
WWW.LNFBOOKS.COM. (31)

ATTENTION, HOME SELLERS: If you
need to sell your home and don't have
enough equity to pay a realtor, we have
GOOD news for you. We offer several
mortgage debt-relief programs that will
solve your unwanted mortgage-payment
problems at little or no cost to you. We
also have homes to sell with no bank qualifying—we finance! Call us. We can help!
(301) 599-7478. (11)
DEEP CREEK LAKE, MD, LOCATION:
Facing south, with glass front, passive-solar chalet—three bedrooms and two baths.
Situated on 1.5 acres on the main lake
near two sailing/yacht clubs. Been here,
done that for 35 great years! Now it's time
for the next shift to begin! It's your turn! I'll
kiss it all so long for $300,777.77! Splash
me the money—EricJones I I, 1407 Shoreline Dr., Swanton, MD 21561; or call
(301) 387-2006. Oh, all right—I'll toss in
my treasured kayak to boot! Enjoy! (915)
COZY RETIREMENT HOME: Florida
Adventist community just three blocks from
a church and a 10-grade school. Park-like
yard, fruit trees, automatic sprinklers. Two
bedrooms, two baths, 1,208 sq. ft., carpet,
central heat/air, block construction, new
windows, paint inside and out, roof, vinyl
flooring and shed. $45,900. Call Vernie
Oft at (503) 661-6970. Immediate occupancy upon closing. (915)
ADVENTIST AUTHORS AND WRITERS: Call for your free publishing and
marketing guide. Complete printing, typesetting, design, warehousing and distribution of your book. Competitive prices and
high quality. Call (800) 367-1844 Eastern Time. (121)
WANT TO LOSE WEIGHT? Have real
food with easy preparation shipped directly to you. No center visits and no
program fees. You only pay for food, plus
shipping and taxes. Call Barbara Morsberger, NutriSystem Direct representative, tollfree at (877)451-8860 or visit the website
at www.sensysdl.com/NutriSystemDirect/
index.html. NutriSystem Direct is your direct source for health and wellness. (101)

ACN EVENTS

Searching
for a
God to
Love,

Voice of Prophecy
Sunday, September 12
The Most Important Question
Ever Asked
September 13-17
Unconditional Surrender,
Unconditional Acceptance

by Chris Blake,
is a sharing
book for our
own family
members, friends, and acquaintances who have drifted
from God, or simply have never
found a God they could love.
0-8163-1719-4. Paperback.
US$11.99, Cdn$17.99.

Sunday, September 19
The Patience of God
September 20-24
"Make It as Secure as You Can"

From Pacific Press®
Available at your local ABC,
1-800-765-6955.
Or visit:adventistbookcenter.com.

To find a radio station that airs
these broadcasts in your area,
call (800) 732-7587 or go to the
Voice of Prophecy's World Wide
Web site at www.vop.com.

D 1999' Poses subject to change 95590/764

The Adventist Communication
Network will broadcast the following programs live via satellite:
Sabbath, September 11
11:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
Adventist Worship Hour
Telstar 5, Channel 24
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
All announcements and/or advertisements must be received by the Visitor office four weeks before the issue date.

Chesapeake singles slate
sixth fall conference
The Sixth Annual Conference on Critical
Issues for Seventh-day Adventist Singles will
be held October 15-17 at the Mt. Aetna
Camp and Conference Center in Hagerstown, MD. James Snell, a pastor and counselor, will be the featured speaker. Dr. Snell
has directed a counseling center, lectured in
the East and Midwest and pastored for more
than 19 years. He is currently pastoring in
Colorado. His topic will be on "Christian
Sexuality," and he is planning a program
that you will find innovative, dynamic and
informative. For more information, call John
Amer at (301) 854-2221.

South Bend Junior Academy
plans alumni homecoming
South Bend Junior Academy in Indiana
will have a homecoming for all former students, teachers, pastors and anyone else
connected to the academy (or the church
school before it was formed) the weekend of
September 24-26 at First Church, 1936 E.
Altgeld St., South Bend, IN. For more information on this special reunion, please call
(219) 234-3044.

Daylight Saving Time
Sep. 10 Sep. 17 Sep. 24
7:24 7:12 7:01
Baltimore
Cincinnati
7:55 7:44 7:32
Cleveland
7:45 7:33 7:21
7:49 7:37 7:26
Columbus
7:14 7:02
6:50
Jersey City
7:20 7:10 6:59
Norfolk
Parkersburg 7:43 7:32 7:21
Philadelphia 7:18 7:07 6:55
Pittsburgh
7:38 7:26 7:14
7:22 7:10 6:58
Reading
Richmond
7:25 7:15 7:04
Roanoke
7:36 7:25 7:14
7:54 7:42 7:30
Toledo
Trenton
7:17 7:05 6:53
Washington, DC 7:25 7:14 7:02

Sabbath, September 25
11:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
Adventist Worship Hour
Telstar 5, Channel 24
Sabbath, October 2
11:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
Adventist Worship Hour
Telstar 5, Channel 24
The Adventist Communication
Network is provided by the North
American Division. For further information, call (800) ACN-1119.
L

WANTED: Home health aide/companion for fun and savvy female stroke survivor who has some paralysis. Help with
shower, dressing, make-up, simple home
exercise program and possibly transport
to some appointments. Four to six hours
daily Monday through Friday. Rehab experience helpful but not necessary. Must
be certified C.N.A. Salary is negotiable,
with room to grow. Please call Ann Pitts of
Rockville, MD, at (301) 924-4466. (91)

SUNSET CALENDAR

Sabbath, September 18
11:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
Adventist Worship Hour
Telstar 5, Channel 24

Sunday, September 26
The Good Fight of Faith
September 27-October 1
The Internet Plague

BED AND BREAKFAST, CABIN RENTALS IN GREENEVILLE, TN: Fantastic
mountain views, full breakfasts, picnic pavilion, jacuzzi, children's play area and
campfires. Asheville, Gatlinburg, historical sites, antiques and fishing, with the Appalachian Trail nearby. From $390/ week,
with daily rates. For a brochure or reservations, call (800) 842-4690. (121)
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Demographics of Adventism
The most current demographic profile of the more than
900,000 Seventh-day Adventists in North America was published recently. I thought you might be interested in some of
the information it reports.
Gender: Fifty-three percent of church members are women
and 47 percent men. This is not significantly different than the
adult population in general.
Generations: Based on year of birth, 20 percent of adult
church members are from the "World War I" generation, born
from 1909 through 1932 (now 67 through 90 years of age); 30
percent of adult church members are from the "Swing" generation, born from 1933 through 1945 (now 54 through 66 years
old); 38 percent of adult church members are from the "Baby
Boom" generation, from 1946 through 1964 (now 35 through
53 years of age); and 12 percent of adult church members are
from the "13th" generation (also called "Gen X"), born from
1965 through 1980 (now 19 through 34 years old).
Ethnicity: Fifty-one percent of adult church members are of
white, Anglo or Caucasian ethnicity; 30 percent are AfricanAmerican or immigrants from the Caribbean of African heritage; 13 percent are Hispanic; four percent are of Asian and
Pacific Islander background; and two percent are from other
ethnic backgrounds, including Native Americans.
Level of education: Twenty-two percent of adult church
members have not completed a secondary (high school, academy or GED) diploma; 45 percent have only a secondary diploma, although nearly half of these have taken some college
courses; 23 percent have completed a college degree; and 10
percent have completed a graduate degree. This means a total
of 33 percent have completed higher education, a rate far in
excess of that for all Americans.
Annual household income: Fourteen percent bring in less
than $10,000; 21 percent from $10,000 to $19,999; 19 percent from $20,000 to $29,999; 23 percent from $30,000 to
$49,999; 14 percent from $50,000 to $74,999; and 10 percent
at $75,000 or more.
Tenure as a baptized member of the Adventist Church: Four
percent were baptized in the past year; 12 percent have been
members for one through five years; 10 percent for six through
10 years; 18 percent for 11 through 20 years; and 55 percent
have been baptized members for more than 20 years.
You can get a copy of the complete report from the Center
for Creative Ministry at (800) 272-4664. It is entitled "Trends,
Opinions and Attitudes: The Seventh-day Adventist Church in
North America" and includes demographic trends since 1980,
as well as more than 150 graphs and tables on scores of topics.
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ABOUT THE COVER:
Doug Batchelor is no stranger to television evangelism, but
he's facing his biggest challenge yet preaching the everlasting gospel during the METRO '99 campaign. Photo by Betty
Cooney of Amazing Facts Ministries. For the entire story,
turn to the article on pages 4 through 7.
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Well-Driven Nails

L.
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by Larry L. Lichtenwalter
Regularly $11.99
Sale price: $8.99
Sale ends
September 30, 1999

Well-Driven Nails answers your questions, offering a
practical, fresh look at the book of Ecclesiastes and setting a straight nail in the wall on which to hang your
V
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YEAR BOOK OFFICE
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Columbia, MD 21045
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and Elephant?!

Christmas

program,"

says Pastor Khin. "And
during the worship hour
all of them, including

But the Gospel had already come to Ta-dah

the children, listened intently, as if they

Kyin — by radio waves. Burmese broadcasts

had not heard the Gospel story before.

recorded in Yangoon are aired from Adventist

But they had heard it, on AWR. They

World Radio's station on Guam. Isolated by a

were hungry and thirsty souls, and seven

mighty range of mountains from the rest of

of them gave their hearts in baptism as

Myanmar, the villagers turned to their

a 'Christmas gift to Jesus'." Then Pastor

shortwave radios for news — and heard the Good News of

Khin and his co-workers climbed on the elephants for

salvation. After many months of listening they were

the return journey across mountain, valley and stream,

convinced of the Gospel message.

with the invitation of the villagers ringing in their ears,
"Come back next year!"

So they decided to invite the speaker of the Burmese
broadcast to visit Ta-dah Kyin. The invitation was accepted:

Pray for AWR's partner radio studios around the world,

Pastor Khin would come in December and there would be a

whose programs in 46 languages and personal contact with

Christmas program. But how to get Pastor Khin to

listeners draw distant people close to Jesus.

AWR

Adventist World Radio
lbice of Hope for All Peoples

For more information — and a free video — write to: AWR, 12501 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904, USA.
Or call (in the USA and Canada) l-800-337-4AWR.

Visit our web site: www.awr.org

